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Companies today are grappling to match the supply of their 
products to the ever-changing demand of their end markets. 
Many have shifted from quarterly to monthly and weekly 

demand planning in an attempt to keep up. But in recent years, the 
struggle has become more complex and acute; business leaders who 
thought the pace was fast only a few years ago are seeing first-hand how 
quickly their products can become irrelevant now. 

A major driver of these challenges is ever-shrinking product life 
cycles. Take, for example, the wireless device semiconductor market. 
Demand for wireless devices, which has skyrocketed worldwide 
over the last decade, is surging further as consumers clamor for 
smartphones and service providers roll out enhanced services and 
4G networks. But the average mobile phone has a very short market 
lifespan; new models—smaller, faster and more capable than ever 
before—come along every four to six months, on average.

Semiconductor device manufacturers’ profitability has been 
under pressure as they struggle to manage capacity and inventory 
up and down their supply chains. Some companies risk not being 
able to satisfy customer demand for a wildly successful product, 
while others contend with excess inventory (both finished goods 
and work-in-progress) for a marketplace laggard. And as if that 
weren’t enough, semiconductor companies face rapid price erosion 
of existing products as new products are introduced. More often 
than not, new product introduction activities and price moves are 
imposed externally, without the careful planning and overall business 
integration that are needed. 

Higher service-level expectations associated with meeting end-
product delivery and launch dates put more strain on upstream 
producers already coping with supply uncertainty due to new 
components and manufacturing process changes. Many of these 
companies have found their supply chains are still not flexible enough 

to be able to handle the increased complexity of component and 
manufacturing changes associated with rapid product transitions; it 
takes time to establish alternate supplies for key components, and 
product quality and performance issues lead to yield loss at multiple 
manufacturing stages. During such product transitions, the inevitable 
supply chain inefficiencies must be covered by costly expediting 
moves such as adding a shift or paying for next-day air freight. With 
volumes still volatile and uncertain, these indirect expenses take their 
toll on the overall bottom line.

Forecasting Challenges
Why it is still so challenging to profitably match supply with 
demand? The truth is that for many companies, demand forecasting 
and planning practices leave a lot to be desired. According to recent 
benchmarking studies by PRTM’s Performance Management Group 
(PMG), unit forecast accuracy among semiconductor companies 
varies greatly, from 25 to 90 percent.

Of course, new product forecasts are notoriously unreliable; 
historical consumption is not representative of future demand, 
so a simple statistical forecast alone cannot be effective. And it is 
particularly challenging to develop and manage forecasts when 
macroeconomic factors vary so wildly and when growing numbers of 
competitors continue to disrupt once-predictable markets. 

Failure to Deploy the Right Forecasting Methods

But clearly, many companies are not deploying the practices and tools 
that can make forecasting more accurate. Many develop forecasts 
based on experience, goals and/or objectives, often without the aid of 
statistical planning tools. Moreover, companies incorrectly continue 
to focus on predicting a number when they should be managing the 
nature of demand and seeking to understand the composition, source 
and information embedded in demand signals from their customers.

Responding Profitably to Volatile Demand

Clarence Chen, Principal, PRTM 
Robert Chinn, Director, PRTM
Vivek Patnaik, Associate, PRTM
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Another fundamental difficulty is that manufacturers tend to 
focus supply chain planning on the internal supply chain and point-
to-point collaboration rather than across the entire chain. Companies 
often lack the information infrastructure and governance needed 
for quick and appropriate responses to demand fluctuations across 
multiple tiers of the supply network. The challenges of matching 
supply with demand have also been exacerbated by geographically 
distributed manufacturing and operations. With a globally dispersed, 
multi-tiered supply base, supply chain visibility is much murkier, and 
lead times stretch further. 

Lack of Accountability 

Forecasting accuracy is also handicapped by a widespread lack of 
accountability. Many companies still don’t measure forecast and 
planning performance, and therefore lack the metrics to drive 
accountability and improvement. This lack of accountability for bad 
forecasts is, in PRTM’s view, one of the most neglected aspects of the 
planning process. 

Clearly, conventional demand management techniques are no 
longer sufficient. The accelerated pace of today’s business clearly 
calls for better techniques and methods. Companies facing constant 
margin pressures need to be able to plan and fulfill their demand in a 
timely and profitable manner. 

Putting Backbone into Planning
So what does it take to strengthen the linkages between supply and 
demand in today’s highly complex semiconductor and electronics 
manufacturing environments? First and foremost, companies need 
to make sure that those links are actually there. As supply chains 
become more distributed—and they will, despite the global trend to 
shorten them—the organizations running them will become more 
and more vulnerable to changes in demand unless they can build 
and sustain disciplined plans and constant communication across a 
growing network of suppliers and partners. 

There must be a formal, disciplined process for addressing 
demand volatility on the one side and the resulting supply risk on the 
other. Let’s look at each in more detail. 

Managing Demand Volatility

There is tremendous value in both collaborative demand planning 
and sales and operations planning (S&OP) disciplines. Collaborative 
demand planning begins with the recognition that demand signals 
from the customer through to manufacturing become distorted as 
planners add their judgments to the stream of data; think of this as a 
commercial version of the kids’ game “telephone.” Companies must 
also realize that certain planning steps can destroy value, often to the 
point where a simple moving average forecast will outperform the 
more complex process. Value-added forecast analysis is a helpful and 
easier method of driving continuous improvement. 

Customer co-planning is another aspect of collaborative demand 
planning that merits much more attention. There can be much tighter 
coupling across the value chain if semiconductor device manufacturers 
utilize end-customer demand in forecasts, make the effort to 
collaborate on key tactical issues with customers, and proactively work 
to shape demand through promotions and coordinated marketing 
events. Co-planning allows for faster and better decisions. According 
to PRTM’s 2011 Global Supply Chain Trends survey, more than 50 
percent of companies are currently engaged in collaborative forecasting 
and demand planning (Figure 1).

Figure 1. End-to-End Planning Implementation (Percent of 
Respondents)
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Nonetheless, manufacturers have plenty of room to improve their 
demand-sensing capabilities. In the semiconductor device world, this 
is accomplished by monitoring carefully for significant rate-of-change 
trends in actual demand, bias and a triangulation across multiple 
independent forecast sources within the same company. If demand 
patterns or outlook in any source change suddenly, companies need 
to have a structured process to respond—for instance, by steering 
demand towards a functionally comparable product in the event of 
shortages of the preferred product.

If improving demand planning is one half of the equation, then 
the other half is improving a company’s S&OP practices. Although 
this cross-functional process has been around for 20 years, many 
companies still fail to practice it properly. Effective S&OP practices 
are driven through consistent executive support and guidance, with 
clearly defined roles and accountability for all stakeholders, including 
finance, sales, operations and product marketing. For S&OP to be 
successful, the resulting sales and operations plan must be aligned 
to the financial plan, and the overall operating plan must allocate all 
required resources in the most profitable ways. 

The backbone of S&OP is a structured decision-making process. 
There must be a forum for making decisions about demand-
supply balancing, and a proactive process for examining supply 
chain volume/cost changes, risks and operational implications. The 
forum should enable participants to balance customer demand with 
constraints to achieve targets for customer service, operating margin 
and working capital. 

Typically, strategic planning needs can be dealt with as part of the 
monthly S&OP meeting with the executive team. Here, participants 
resolve gaps in areas such as revenue achievement goals, inventory 
targets, product transition and so forth. Weekly tactical meetings 
can resolve demand-supply mismatches in the context of short-term 
adjustments such as pricing changes, customer priorities, etc.

Managing the Resulting Supply Risk

There are two key facets to better flexibility and management of 
risk on the supply side: close collaboration with suppliers and a 
tailored inventory strategy. Supplier collaboration can come from 
proper utilization of the sales and operations plan to drive supplier 
commitments. S&OP helps to clarify the demand requirements 
based on qualified sales opportunities and finished inventory; it 
also translates demand requirements into production and supply 
requirements and enables all parties to check capacity at each stage.

See Volatile Demand page 30
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Collaboration is the emerging 21st century philosophy that 
redefines the position of the foundry. From concept to 
silicon, collaboration embodies an ecosystem of best-in-class 

partnerships for developing future generations of complex, multi-
dimensional billion-transistor devices.  

Collaboration is redefining the silicon development process and 
is the mantra that resounds loudly at the forefront of the high-
technology industry. This may be a bold statement; however, the 
global economy that has progressed over the last 30 years outlines 
a new mythology that will continue to evolve business for the 
foreseeable future. As more global players enter the market, products, 
services and technology offerings will continue to be staggering.

Defining collaboration in terms of a business partnership, not 
ownership, will be the most efficient way for companies to succeed; this 
is done by re-aggregating the supply chain. The collaboration model, 
in this case, would be a virtual team comprised of complementary 
skills and electronic design automation (EDA), intellectual property 
(IP), design services and channel partners. Mask suppliers and test 
and assembly providers are now coming onboard at the beginning 
of the development process as both are now intertwined into initial 
function, design and layout decisions. The goal of collaboration is to 
bring together an ecosystem of partners that have a common interest 
in the customer’s success. This will help bring products to market as 
quickly and cost effectively as possible. This partnership model does 
not only include suppliers, but also research and development (R&D) 
firms, think tanks, consultants, integrators, educational groups, and 
financial and trade organizations. Essentially, foundries are now 
looking to collaborate with the entire supply chain to produce best-
in-class silicon for their customers. 

To be able to produce the next generation of chips that are 
presently nearing four billion transistors, multi-dimensional ICs 
will require a new level of cooperation. This is virtually impossible 
without collaboration. The fab will take on a new role and become 
the “aggregator” that will qualify partners and their solutions to insure 
“best-in-class” concepts are applied, from the device conception 
to tapeout. The fab that wins this game will provide an invaluable 
service to their customers.

Collaboration and IP
Convergence in mobility, communications and computing 
necessitates high-density, low-power performance of 28nm high-k 
metal gate (HKMG) devices. As leading-edge process technologies 
continue to facilitate higher levels of integration, IP and IP re-
use have never been as important as they are today in realizing 
the products of today and tomorrow. From a foundry perspective, 
early IP partner collaboration is the key to successful device 

development. With 28nm technology, concurrent processes and 
library development was a requirement. Process design rules had 
to incorporate library optimization requirements, and IP test chips 
complemented the process qualification vehicles. Early design 
rule adjustment has many benefits. Among them is better cell area 
utilization when via spacing is relaxed under certain conditions with 
respect to Vx and CA. Improved system performance can be realized 
by allowing channel bias with respect to multi-gate devices because 
it allows for more design tradeoffs for optimum PPA targeting the 
system level. Improved routability can be achieved by enabling poly 
to contact (PC) landing pads to achieve the required offset. Finally, 
performance can be improved if design rule constraint (DRC) rules 
are modified to allow Vt swapping inside of a cell.

IP Technology at the Leading Edge
Adoption of leading-edge technology has always come with a certain 
risk. As the industry moved to 32nm and beyond, a new approach 
was required. For customers designing at the leading edge, to be able 
to realize the full time-to-market benefit, there is now an expectation 
that IP, particularly fundamental IP such as libraries and memory 
compilers, be manufacturing-aware, silicon-validated and available 
for design as the process reaches qualification. This will improve the 
likelihood of a faster design cycle and product ramp with mitigated 
risk. A concurrent process/IP development model is the only practical 
direction that will result in optimal solutions for the customer.

For customers to deliver quality products efficiently and 
competitively, a multi-faceted approach is required. Leveraging 
technology scaling techniques to address costs and development 
time is typical, but not sufficient. Technology innovation is a must 
to achieve the expected PPA targets for new process development. 
Aggressive yet realistic design goals, coupled with intimate knowledge 
of current technologies processes and interaction among joint process 
development partners and industry-leading ecosystem partners, will 
insure that best practices are followed and best results are obtained. 
Cost efficiencies and risk mitigation are critical factors for success. The 
model of joint process development, early collaboration and validation 
of processes, and the development of design enablement components 
is even by design leverageable across multiple manufacturers.

Process Complexity – The Sticky Wicket
Chip complexity is increasing logarithmically. Cross-platform 
economies of scale dictates reuse whenever possible. On the business 
side, R&D costs are skyrocketing. Manufacturing complexity is 
scaling upwards by orders of magnitude and the pressure is on to 
consolidate.

The Fresh Path to 28nm Semiconductor 
Technology

Robert Durstenfeld, Director, Marketing Communications, GLOBALFOUNDRIES
Walter Ng, Vice President, IP Ecosystem, GLOBALFOUNDRIES
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Figure 1. Process Complexity Roadmap
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Presents a graphic of the scale and demands for next-generation design enablement.

Advanced PDKs – The Answer
One of the most advantageous formulas for successful product 
development and production is a diverse set of options. As present 
wafer technology ports to future device architectures, choosing to 
leverage advanced process design kits (PDKs) is not only smart, but 
is technologically savvy as well. In certain areas, it is the only cost-
effective option.

PDKs allow designers to make educated decisions about design 
options. Each new process node as well as each variant within a process 
node (low power, radio frequency (RF), high performance, etc.) requires 
a PDK. In a modern fab’s ecosystem, PDKs are a crucial component 
of the company’s design infrastructure. The best approach to maximize 
the customer’s return on investment is to provide highly leverageable 
PDKs. This involves foundry collaboration at the concept stage since 
development involves every process node, and unless the latest cutting-
edge technology is employed, best-in-class won’t be realized.

Figure 2. Verification Tool Options and Processes
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Advanced PDKs offer solutions to a number of problems. They 
can comprehend advanced node complexity of in-situ design rule 
correctness. The layout verification decks (LVS, PEX, etc.) have 
a built-in understanding of advanced node effects. It has built-in, 
bullet-proof interface device models and parasitic environments that 
avoid double counting or missing components. It offers a flexible 
flow that provides support for different tools and formats to suit 
customer layout verification needs (Figure 2). Advanced PDKs offer 
a comprehensive post-layout verification flow as well (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Post-layout Verification Process Flow
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Tomorrow’s Technology Today
Advanced technology layout and verification requires multiple sets 
of tools that work in conjunction with PDKs. These advanced tools 
use a different approach at the limits of geometric scaling. This is 
where most of the next-generation design challenges exist. These 
enhanced tools work with standard packaging and have the ability 
to meet the intensive demands of multiple pass analysis. What makes 
them unique is that they are “intelligently” developed to apply rules 
to address hot spots and constraint violations. These tools make 
sure that potential printability issues are identified and solutions are 
presented quickly and accurately.

While there are many tools available, only the latest developments 
from a progressive foundry can optimize design and maximize 
resources while minimizing time and costs. One such tool that 
improves on the typical DRCs and provides first-time-right design 
and enablement at the limits of the layout parameters is DRC+. 
While the feature set of such tools is expansive and too lengthy to 
discuss in detail in this article, an example would be that DRC+ 
can be used at various stages of the physical design flow, custom 
layout, routing and sign-off. Like DRC, each DRC+ rule enforces a 
constraint on design geometry. When the constraint is violated, an 
error marker is generated with the constraint value indicating how 
to fix the error. Unlike DRC, each DRC+ rule contains a specific 
2D pattern which acts as a filter to localize where the constraint is 
applied. This allows DRC+ to enforce the tighter design constraint 
only in specific problematic 2D solutions. This is much more 
accurate at the envelope limits where standard DRC software bumps 
up against the specter of precision. 

The Roadmap
Unfortunately, having all these technologies and methodologies 
at the fab’s doorstep doesn’t automatically guarantee a painless, 
transparent evolution. The present development model is fragmented. 
Only foundries that have a clear roadmap on executing these next-
generation technologies that customers require will prevail. 

As these next-generation technologies and concepts are 
implemented through collaboration, they will drive a paradigm shift 
in the semiconductor value chain. Consolidation will continue as cost 
and efficiency pressures drive the further transformation of the value 
chain. Companies will have to collaborate to meet industry-wide 
challenges and achieve common goals. With the cost and complexity 
of advanced technologies rising, failure to collaborate will adversely 
impact the customer’s bottom line, and tomorrow’s manufacturers 
need to be aligned with effective and efficient production models 
that optimize time and effort from concept to delivery. ▪

See Fresh Path page 33
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Dr. TeD Tewksbury
President and Chief executive Officer, Integrated Device Technology Inc.

In March 2011, Dr. Ted Tewksbury, president and chief executive officer of Integrated Device 
Technology (IDT), was elected to GSA’s board of directors to help facilitate the attainment of our 
goal of continuing to be the platform for global collaboration to improve the ecosystem for future 
advancement and growth. In my interview with Dr. Tewksbury, we discussed some of the on-going 
issues today that need to be addressed by GSA’s board, IDT’s successful restructure, practices that 
can be implemented to create effective digital/analog teams, and much more.

  — Jodi Shelton, President, GSA

Q: Over the last few years, IDT has 
successfully transitioned from a digital 
solutions supplier to a mixed-signal 
solutions provider. Pairing analog and 
digital engineers can be a difficult 
task as they have different objectives, 
schedules and communication methods. 
What best practices has IDT employed 
to create effective digital/analog teams 
that can create quality products while 
meeting time-to-market requirements? 

A: The key to bridging the analog-
digital divide is to focus the entire 
company on the only thing that 
really matters—optimizing our 
customers’ system performance, cost 
and time-to-market. This necessitates 
tight collaboration between analog 
and digital designers. At IDT, we 
have institutionalized several best 
practices to facilitate this: 

 ▪ Every IDT business unit is 
focused on a specific vertical 
market segment and contains 
both analog and digital engineers 
who work together to develop 
system solutions. 

 ▪ Every mixed-signal project team 
includes three key functions in 
addition to analog and digital 
designers—a system architect, a 
product definer and a program 
manager—which may or may not 
be the same individual, depending 
on the complexity of the project. 
The system architect has a deep 
understanding of the customer’s 
application and can make the right 
tradeoffs between analog, digital 
and software. The product definer 
specifies block-level features and 
performance parameters. The 
program manager is fluent in the 
languages and techniques of both 
analog and digital designers, and 

manages schedules, deliverables 
and interfaces. These individuals 
are the glue that holds the team 
together and translates between 
analog and digital dialects. 

 ▪ Weekly project meetings include 
all of the above functions to drive 
execution, address technical issues 
and facilitate collaboration. 

 ▪ In addition, we have instituted 
formal and informal technical 
forums in which analog and 
digital engineers can share ideas, 
tools, techniques, best practices 
and educate each other in their 
respective domains. 

 ▪ Finally, variable pay is tied to 
the success of the overall project. 
Everyone succeeds or fails 
together.

This culture has enabled IDT’s 
analog and digital engineers to work 
collaboratively in the development of 
sophisticated system-level chips. For 
example, IDT recently introduced 
the industry’s most intelligent and 
flexible power management system 
for portable consumer devices, 
integrating a microcontroller, 
audio subsystem, clock generation, 
power and battery management, 
touch controller, light-emitting 
diode (LED) drivers, speaker and 
headphone drivers, analog-to-digital 
conversion and other functions.

Q: Analog/mixed-signal content is 
increasing with the wireless market, 
specifically smartphones, growing at 
an exponential rate. While this creates 
great opportunity for analog/mixed-
signal IC suppliers, opportunity comes 
with challenge. IC design is becoming 
increasingly complex as we move to 
the leading edge. Universities must 

produce students that can develop new 
solutions that tackle the most advanced 
design challenges. How do we get more 
students interested in analog/mixed-
signal before and during college? 

A: The key is to inspire students 
early in their academic careers. Many 
students reach college today having 
no idea what engineering is all about. 
(I was one of them!) 

Colleges, high schools and the 
semiconductor industry can all play 
a part in introducing students to the 
wonders and excitement of a career in 
engineering before they reach college. 
High schools can offer curricula, 
workshops and extracurricular 
activities that introduce students 
to engineering so they’re aware 
of their options before reaching 
college. Engineering colleges can 
provide teaching, presentation 
and tutoring opportunities for 
their students in high schools. 
Semiconductor companies can 
reach high-school students through 
informal presentations and hands-
on workshops for faculty and 
students to build an understanding 
of engineering programs. At IDT, 
we provide summer internships 
for both students and teachers to 
provide a window into the exciting 
world of engineering. Teaching the 
teachers is a powerful way to amplify 
the message to a broad student 
population.

Our lives are enriched by an 
amazing array of electronic devices 
every day—tablets, flat screen TVs 
and smartphones. If we can awaken 
students’ natural curiosity about 
what makes these devices work, we 
can inspire more of them to pursue 
careers in analog and mixed-signal 
IC design. 

See IDT page 34

Industry Reflections
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sharOn hOlT
senior Vice President and General Manager, semiconductor business Group, rambus Inc.

With rising design complexity, chipmakers are increasingly relying on their supply chain partners, in 
particular their intellectual property (IP) providers. In my interview with Sharon Holt, senior vice 
president and general manager of Rambus’ Semiconductor Business Group, we discussed what benefits 
semiconductor IP partners, specifically Rambus, can provide chip companies, how Rambus enables 
its customers to meet the significant milestone of first-time-right silicon, what is working and not 
working with IP licensing, and much more. 

— Jodi Shelton, President, GSA

Q: Give us an overview of Rambus’ 
IP portfolio. Does Rambus plan to 
diversify its portfolio beyond memory 
and semiconductor? If so, what new 
areas will be addressed?

A: The heart of our portfolio, built 
up over our two-decade history, is 
patented inventions for memory 
and serial links. These enable both 
industry-standard solutions such 
as the double data rate (DDR) 
and low-power DDR (LPDDR) 
family of memories and serial links, 
including Peripheral Component 
Interconnect (PCI) Express as well 
as our leadership solutions such as 
XDR and Mobile XDR memory and 
the FlexIO interface.

In support of our business, we’ve 
created a world-class innovation, 
patent development and licensing 
platform that can extend to other 
technology areas. Building on 
this platform, we have an active 
diversification strategy. While we 
continue to invest in memory 
architectures and serial links, we’re 
expanding into new areas in the 
semiconductor space such as imaging, 
as well as into technology areas 
beyond semiconductors, including 
light-emitting diode (LED)-based 
lighting and displays, and electronic 
system security with our acquisition 
of Cryptography Research.

Q: With chip design costs continuing 
to escalate at an alarming rate, the 
need for first-time-right silicon has 
never been more imperative. How does 
Rambus’ IP enable its customers to meet 
this significant milestone?

A: While the need for first-
time-right silicon is an economic 
imperative, achieving that goal 
is increasingly difficult. A major 
driver of design costs is the rapidly 

rising design complexity with each 
new process node. To ensure the 
robustness of our solutions, we use 
a total system design approach. At 
Rambus, we’ve brought together 
experts in system and device 
architecture, analog and mixed-signal 
design, signal and power integrity, as 
well as board and package design to 
develop our solutions.

We validate the performance of our 
solutions through silicon test vehicles. 
As an example of what we offer to our 
licensees, our physical layer (PHY) 
development packages include all 
the necessary building blocks, PHY 
architecture, schematics, models, 
generic layout, floor plan, verification IP, 
implementation documentation, testing 
documentation, design scripts and 
simulation files to ensure design success.

Q: Over the last decade, system-
on-chip (SoC) devices have required 
enormous amounts of internally and 
externally developed semiconductor IP 
cores. Never before have semiconductor 
companies relied so heavily on their 
suppliers. Not only is the partnership 
between semiconductor companies and 
their semiconductor IP suppliers an 
important one, it is also a complex one. 
What are some of the complexities that 
exist within this partnership?

A: The increasing reliance on 
semiconductor IP providers is 
another reflection of rising design 
complexity. No one company has 
the resources to be best-in-class 
in every technology necessary 
for today’s highly integrated SoC 
devices. Semiconductor IP partners 
can provide the domain expertise 
to deliver SoC companies with 
leading-edge technology, allowing 
the SoC companies to focus on their 
core competencies and competitive 
differentiation in chip-level solutions.

One of the greatest challenges for 
SoC companies is the integration of 
IP from many partners. Using a total 
system design approach, we ensure 
our solutions are implemented with 
significant margin for successful 
integration. We also put a great deal of 
emphasis on developing the tools and 
materials to support integration. While 
each engagement is unique, typically 
our engineers work hand-in-hand 
with those of our licensees to ensure 
successful integration of our solutions 
into their semiconductor products.

I think an even greater success 
factor for our licensees is that we focus 
on designing our solutions to meet 
the needs of the end system. SoC 
companies that work with us have a 
partner who has validated the desired 
features and requirements with system 
customers and designed our solution 
accordingly. In this way, we help ensure 
the success of our licensees’ SoCs in 
end products. This is one of the most 
frequent compliments we hear from 
our customers. 

Q: Tell us about some of Rambus’ most 
significant patent license agreement 
partnerships. 

A: Toshiba and Panasonic have 
been licensees since the early days of 
Rambus. Toshiba, in fact, was our 
very first licensee. Our technology 
has enabled tens of millions of 
Toshiba and Panasonic HDTVs, 
PCs, and DVD and Blu-ray players. 

Sony’s PlayStation®2 and 
PlayStation®3 are flagship applications 
for Rambus technology. The PS2 has 
sold over 150 million units worldwide 
and the PS3 over 50 million units. In 
support of these two platforms, we’ve 
licensed Rambus solutions to Toshiba, 
IBM, Elpida, Samsung, TI, IDT and 
Cypress.

See Rambus page 33
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ICs are manufactured much the same way as they have been 
for the past 50 years. Probe and testing haven’t changed much 
either. What has radically changed is the production process; 

outsourced supply chains are now the norm instead of internal 
production. The change was driven by cost factors and the increased 
specialization driven by core competencies analysis.

These production moves lowered costs, but geographic distances 
and the addition of multiple suppliers brought on the communication 
challenges the industry faces today. Data communication has 
progressed from faxes to e-mail and acceptance of the file transfer 
protocol (FTP) which enabled data to be pushed or gathered by 
either entity and read electronically. Communication and integration 
has improved over time, while data has remained unique to each 
specific supplier. Therein lies the rub. 

Each foundry and outsourced semiconductor assembly and test 
(OSAT) company has its own field names and ways of formatting 
data into an electronic work-in-progress (WIP) report—in effect, its 
own language. Because data from the semiconductor supply chain 
is so different in structure from data from a classical manufacturing 
operation (which starts with many parts and ends with one finished 
product), semiconductor companies were never able to utilize data 
standards from other industries. Each supplier presents data they 
believe is important, based on their view of the world and their 
customer communication model.

Figure 1. Supplier Production Communications
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A historical review of data standards that are widely accepted today 
shows that a major driving force—usually financial—precipitated the 
change. Take universal product codes (UPCs) in the retail industry, 
for instance. Imagine Safeway, Walgreens or Costco without UPCs 
for point of sale (POS) support and inventory management. The 
big purchasers, such as Wal-Mart, as well as manufacturers and 
wholesalers drove the standard. There are inherent penalties for 
companies that don’t support the UPC standard: their products and 
services aren’t selected for distribution. 

In the case of the semiconductor industry, there has never been 
enough financial pain to make an industry standard essential. 

Supply Chain Communication and 
Collaboration in the Semiconductor 

Ecosystem

Ron Jones, Chief Executive Officer and Founder, N-Able Group International
Bob Scarborough, Chief Executive Officer, Tensoft Inc.
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Several industry-specific standards attempts have been tried, such 
as semiconductor multi-dimensional expressions (SMDX) and 
RosettaNet semiconductor WIP, but they never caught on industry-
wide. Many of the semiconductor industry’s suppliers are bigger than 
their customers—and most of these suppliers seek to add their own 
value to supply chain data rather than cooperating with competitors 
and different supply chain segments to enforce standards. 

Fabless semiconductor companies using data from their mission-
critical suppliers do best to take the standard data formats since 
that is where the main quality and support efforts are placed. Data 
integrity remains a major issue if there is any significant human 
involvement or intervention in the overall data flow. Customization 
by suppliers often means manual manipulation of data to meet a 
specific customer’s needs.

The Basics of Supply Chain Integration
While the business goals of supply chain integration are improved 
productivity and visibility, the integration itself is a standard systems 
engineering design requirement. To simplify this discussion, it is 
helpful to cover the mechanics of supply chain integration at a basic 
level. An outline for the transaction flow is as follows:

Figure 2. The Mechanics of Supply Chain Integration
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Data feed (capturing the data from the supplier) is a relatively 
straightforward process. The vendor provides a data repository via 
Web service or file transfer protocol (FTP) site, and the information 
is retrieved as it is published by the vendor. With a few exceptions, 
most vendors publish data files for automated retrieval. 

Data cleansing (readying the data for processing in the supply 
chain solution) is where the magic occurs. The information 
transitions from the vendor delivery format to the required supply 
chain management (SCM) system format at the semiconductor 
company. The major stages here are pre-processing (or data 
manipulation) and business rules validation. Business rules 
validation completes the transition from supplier data format to 
semiconductor SCM system format to ensure that the information 
pushed into the SCM system—such as valid purchase orders, valid 
parts and valid vendors—is accurate. The data not only needs to 
be properly arranged but also actionable and structured so it can 
be used by the system. After data cleansing, the mechanics of data 
integration (pushing the data into the SCM system for planning, 
production control, vendor performance monitoring, etc.) take 
over. Standard integration system tracking that follows standard 
traceability and history protocols is also a key component.

The Role of Collaboration in a Successful Supply 
Chain Vendor Integration
So after years of standards and industry discussions, as well as 
individual company efforts, why isn’t SCM integration easier by 

now? This is an excellent question. 
There are three parties to each integration: the company, vendor 

and SCM implementers. Experience shows all three players have 
important roles in deploying and maintaining quality integration, 
and their ability to collaborate can make or break the process; but 
most of the time the onus is on the SCM team to make this happen.

The process has a fairly standard flow: (a) a kick-off meeting for 
all three parties; (b) deployment by the SCM and vendor teams; (c) 
data review and sign-off by the company; and (d) roll-out of the 
integration to live operations. This is often a “noisy” process that can 
have its pitfalls: 

(a) Kicking off a new project often needs to go through vendor 
review committees, confidentiality and partnering agreements, 
complicated by scheduling challenges across multiple time zones. 

(b) Deployment is usually not technically challenging for 
experienced personnel, so the main challenge is maintaining 
focus and ensuring that the integration remains a high priority.

(c) Data review and company sign-off is time-consuming 
and requires commitment by overburdened supply chain 
personnel. This stage is critical since the biggest integration 
challenge remains the quality of the data provided, not the 
mechanics of retrieving and formatting the information. 

Why Isn’t Data Integration Simple?
Many standards proposals have been made over the last 20 years, 
yet today many of the same issues remain. There is no doubt that 
standardization would be valuable, but daunting challenges remain:

(a) Vendor desire to customize or extend the standards to provide 
more value.

(b) Process, product and corporate cultural challenges in defining 
standards interpretation. 

(c) Lack of best practices and repeatable processes in the vendor-
side data deployments. 

(d) Lack of a single large player that can dictate industry standards.

(e) Inconsistent data quality—even when it is provided in a 
“standard data format.” 

Vendor-delivered data and protocol standards require a degree 
of conformity and collaboration that is simply not realistic. 
While vendors—especially the main supply chain vendors for the 
industry—have significant scope to improve the repeatability of their 
integration support, other issues are more challenging.

Major supply chain vendors have two significant sets of software 
functionality. Manufacturing execution systems (MES) are used to 
manage shop floor operations at a detailed level. Semiconductor 
enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions are used for purchase 
order and billing management. A supply chain vendor must integrate 
these two solutions—a challenge requiring compromise, collaboration 
and data simplification. This process can make comparing the data 
generated by the two disparate systems extremely challenging (i.e., 
matching invoices from the vendor to the WIP status information or 
paypoint placeholders). 

The manner in which the vendor extracts the information from its 
own system for use by the company for reporting, Web site updates 
or data transfer also impacts data quality. Vendors often insert 
manual processes between core data collection and the information 
provided—another big opportunity for error. 

See Communication and Collaboration page 32
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A general once stated that the most important thing is not to forget 
the most important thing. When applied to the semiconductor 
supply chain and in the context of the occurrence of a disaster, 

natural or otherwise, the most important thing would most likely be 
preservation—the preservation of life, supply and the pursuit of the 
chain. To accomplish this, it is essential that when unforeseen events 
occur, recovery to a normal operating mode happens as quickly as 
possible with the least amount of delay, consequence and cost. The 
recovery should be planned for, rehearsed and accounted against and 
not something a company is merely faced with and unprepared to 
handle.

Technology has advanced by leaps and bounds, allowing the 
velocity, immediacy and reach of product realization to reach new 
heights but with complexities that force either deep specialization 
or increased dependencies on many variables when simplicity would 
be ideal and on few alternatives when increased choices would be 
preferred. Complicating things further, the cost reduction mandates 
to stay competitive go against establishing safeguards for redundancy. 
When a significant event occurs with such magnitude that few 
measures could prevent or mitigate its impact, and with implications 
to many industries and damage to infrastructure so intense (e.g., the 
simultaneous earthquake and tsunami that occurred in Japan on 
March 11), the measure of success can be properly judged by how 
quickly a recovery to normal operation occurs.

Market research firm IHS iSuppli stated that the electronics 
industry supply chain is expected to be completely recovered from 
the after effects of the March 11 earthquake in Japan by the end 
of the third quarter.1 According to IHS, 14 semiconductor suppliers 
and four silicon wafer makers in Japan were impacted by the quake.

Of the $300 billion of semiconductor chips sold last year, 
nearly $50 billion was sold to or within Japan. Nearly 25 percent 
of the world’s semiconductor production capacity is in Japan in 
terms of total square inches of silicon processed. Additionally, 
over 60 percent of the silicon wafers that are the starting point for 
making a semiconductor chip are made in Japan.2 Japan produces 
40 percent of the electronic component supply.3 This brings home 
the possibility of global repercussions from the occurrence of a local 
significant event and the importance of designing processes with 
resiliency, adaptability, redundancy, flexibility, replace-ability and 

agility with decision systems that provide real-time accurate data for 
problem resolution and product delivery in an interconnected highly 
dependent supply link and food chain.

Disaster Preparation Illustration 

Challenges to supply chain logistics in disaster settings 
include the ability to switch suppliers, load balance, juggle 
priorities and adjust production capacity due to limited 
resources. A case in point is the rationing of power in the 
affected and neighboring areas of Japan that stopped or 
delayed manufacturing even when equipment operation was 
restored. This caused dynamic reallocation of priorities based 
on the judgment that customers who were affected and could 
not take delivery of product would probably not mind having 
their product deliveries rescheduled so the existing needs 
of customers who could operate and take delivery could be 
supported, thereby optimizing production around periodic 
power outages. The logistics, systems or processes need to be 
resilient enough to allow for this rescheduling in real time. 
Only when visibility throughout the whole chain is possible 
can these calls be optimized.

When Hoya’s Hachioji photo mask plant (150 miles south 
of Fukushima, Japan) was shut down just after the earthquake, 
emergency measures were initiated to assess human impact 
and equipment damage. With no serious injuries, and after a 
full situational assessment by the plant manager, production 
was resumed within hours. Even though one supplier was in 
the stricken area, another supplier was activated, thereby not 
impacting supply. Special orders from some customers were 
placed for some mask re-making and re-cleaning, generating 
additional orders to fix damage they had at their facilities. 
Earthquake preparation measures and emergency drills based 
on prior learning were credited for minimizing the impact 
of damage to equipment, maximizing safety and optimizing 
availability of on-hand stock. When power outage periods 
were extended due to the regional power grid stress, additional 
generators were deployed to keep operations going.

Disaster Preparation, Risk Mitigation and 
the Real-time Supply Chain in Unreal Times

Camille Kokozaki, President, Design Rivers
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Figure1. Supply Chain Ecosystem Processes
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The Supply Chain Council (SCC) is a global non-profit 
organization whose framework, improvement methodology and 
benchmarking tools help member organizations make dramatic and 
rapid improvements in supply chain performance. The SCC has 
provided a model that formalizes supply chain processes and methods. 
The Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model4 provides 
a unique framework that links performance metrics, processes, best 
practices and people into a unified structure. The framework supports 
communication between supply chain partners and enhances the 
effectiveness of supply chain management, technology and related 
supply chain improvement activities. Figure 1 shows the traditional 
processes that occur within the organization and across the supply 
chain and involve customer and supplier interactions. These processes 
provide visibility to all transactions and channel a data model that 
can be a common vehicle for understanding the status of product 
ordering and fulfillment. Though it does not address every business 
process such as research and development (R&D), information 
technology (IT) and product development, it does provide a common 
mechanism to process and handle the inverse bill of material (BOM) 
and work-in-process (WIP) inventory management, from mask to 
wafer, die, assembly and finished goods. Understanding aggregate 
demand and fulfillment of each order across organization boundaries 
in the food chain is one of the benefits of the standardized model. 
The reference model consists of four key pillars:

1. Performance metrics that help to describe the supply chain’s 
performance. The metrics cover reliability, responsiveness, agility, 
cost and assets.

2. Processes that help explain how the supply chain is configured 
and what activities are taking place during the five phases: plan, 
source, make, deliver and return.

3. Practices that describe unique and alternative ways to configure 
supply chain processes. SCOR has organized practices (which are 
linked to SCOR processes at all levels) into three categories:

 ▪ General supply chain operations improvement best practices.

 ▪ Environmental best practices. 

 ▪ Supply chain risk management best practices. 

4. People that assess needs, availability and gaps of skills in the supply 
chain workforce. Defines and attempts to standardize on the spectrum 
of skills, experiences, aptitudes and training needed.

Each section consists of elements that have hierarchical 
relationships and relationships with elements of the other sections. 
For example, metrics are linked to processes, practices are linked 

to processes, and skills are linked to processes. These relationships 
support the diagnostic analysis and root causing of performance gaps.

In attempting to assess the challenges seen by the semiconductor 
supply chain, the first observations revolve around the extent of 
interconnectedness and dependencies between all suppliers in the 
manufacturing chain. The ability to apply system thinking to assess 
and minimize risk and optimize planning and delivery highly depends 
on being able to have a common vocabulary, standardized flow, 
accurate forecasting, dependency tracking, transparent visibility, and 
considerable communication and coordination between multiple 
organizations with different systems but compatible data exchanges.

Figure 2 illustrates the numerous variations of relationship 
affinities that occur between processes and various “criteria of 
goodness” in any supply chain interaction between organizations, 
suppliers and customers. (Contingency planning needs to be 
adaptive, disaster recovery needs good bureaucracy, demand deltas 
need to be supported by expediting agility with forecasting accuracy 
and so on.) One can find a critical connection in just about any 
combination of relationship association via the “chain links” 
(drawn for illustration purposes). These relationships highlight the 
importance of collaboration in addressing supply chain challenges 
and optimizations in various key performance indicators (KPIs).

Figure 2. Collaboration is Key in Addressing Supply Chain 
Challenges and Optimizations
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Supply chain challenges as identified by the Supply Chain 
Council are:

 ▪ Superior customer service as evidenced by meeting 
commitments, superior products at a reasonable cost, 
responsiveness and relationship building. 

 ▪ Cost control through continuous innovation, technology 
optimization and productivity efficiencies.

 ▪ Supply chain risk management: the systematic identification, 
assessment and mitigation of potential disruptions in logistics 
networks, with the objective of minimizing impact on the 
logistics network’s performance. Best practices include:

 ▪ Establishing context with the objective and scope of 
managing risk.

 ▪ Identifying risk that may impact the organization. 

 ▪ Assessing risk including causes, probability and consequences. 

 ▪ Evaluating risk for acceptability and priority.

 ▪ Mitigating risk with actions intended to minimize exposure. 

 ▪ Monitoring risk as situations evolve internally and externally.

See Unreal Times page 31
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The electronics industry, valued at USD 1.75 
trillion, is the largest and fastest growing 
manufacturing industry in the world. It is 
expected to reach USD 2 trillion by 2014 and 
USD 2.4 trillion by 2020. Currently, demand in 
the Indian market stands at USD 45 billion and 
is projected to grow to USD 125 billion by 2014 
and USD 400 billion by 2020. Further, exports 
are expected to increase from the current USD 4 
billion to USD 15 billion by 2014 and USD 80 
billion by 2020.

India’s Semiconductor Industry

The 2010 – 2012 ISA-F&S Report provides 
market estimations and forecasts for various 
Indian semiconductor product markets till 2012. 
Some of its key findings include:

 ▪ The Indian semiconductor market grew 
by a phenomenal 28.3 percent in 2010; 
the global semiconductor market’s cyclical 
trends had minimal impact in India.

 ▪ Mobile devices, telecommunication 
and information technology & office 
automation (IT & OA) contributed 
82 percent to the total semiconductor 
market (TM)1 in 2010.

 ▪ Local manufacturing of telecom equipment 
by original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) and electronic manufacturing 
services (EMS) companies will propel 
related semiconductor consumption by 50 
percent during 2010 to 2012.

 ▪ Influenced by regulatory norms and 
sharpening competition, the automotive 
segment will post the highest growth in 
semiconductor demand at 31 percent 

from 2010 to 2012.

 ▪ The sustained gulf between the TM and 
the total available market (TAM)2 from 
2010 – 2012 highlights the urgency to 
promote local manufacturing to drive 
higher growth in the TAM.

Figure 1. Indian Semiconductor Market: TM, 
TAM Revenue Forecasts, 2009-2012
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India’s Semiconductor Design Industry

As per the 2011 ISA-DIT-E&Y Report, the 
Indian semiconductor design industry, consisting 
of very large-scale integrated (VLSI) design, 
embedded software development and hardware/
board design, was estimated at USD 7.5 billion 
in 2010. By 2012, it will reach USD 10.6 billion. 
Of that, embedded software development will 
constitute USD 8.6 billion, board design USD 
0.7 billion and VLSI design USD 1.3 billion. 
In 2010, the Indian design industry employed 
160,000 people. It is slated to grow to 234,000 
by 2012. The growth drivers of India’s electronics 
system design and manufacturing (ESDM) 
industry include:

 ▪ Talent Scenario: The presence of 
abundant talent continues to play a major 

Global Semiconductor Companies 
Turn to India for Growth
Dr. Vidya Mulky, Senior Manager, Industry Research and Knowledge Management, ISA

Global Insights
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role in India’s positioning in worldwide 
semiconductor design, which 
employed a workforce of 160,000 in 
2010. It has a young workforce, with 
close to 78 percent having a Bachelor 
of Technology degree and close to 60 
percent having less than eight years of 
work experience. 

 ▪ VLSI Design: Almost 50 percent of 
VLSI design is completed in the gate 
range of 1–10 million, and more than 
50 percent is digital VLSI design. 
However, mixed-signal VLSI design 
is also rapidly increasing. In terms 
of design, intellectual property (IP) 
development and module design and 
verification account for the majority of 
projects. The main growth drivers are: 

 ▪ Increasing maturity of India’s 
design ecosystem. 

 ▪ Rising global demand for 
electronics products. 

 ▪ Embedded Software Design: 
The embedded software industry 
contributes close to 80 percent of 
India’s semiconductor revenue, with 
the key consuming verticals being 
telecom/networking and consumer. 
Factors which provide an impetus to 
this segment are: 

 ▪ Product customization due 
to localization and legislative 
requirements. 

 ▪ Low entry barriers. 

 ▪ Adaption to open-source 
platforms. 

 ▪ Hardware/Board Design: The 
hardware/board segment is the smallest 
contributor to India’s semiconductor 
design industry. More than 50 percent 
of the work is done in the 1–10 million 
gate range. Factors which aid in the 
growth of this segment are: 

 ▪ Increased outsourcing by service 
providers. 

 ▪ Re-engineering opportunities. 

 ▪ Captives partnering with third-
party service providers, bringing 
in increased business.

With all the top 10 fabless companies and 
the top 25 semiconductor companies present 
in India, the ecosystem is gradually orienting 
towards product/design innovation. Both 
the captives and non-captives are gradually 

orienting themselves towards executing 
projects of higher strategic value (spec-to-
tapeout/product ownership). By 2005, a large 
number of global semiconductor companies 
had setup design captive units in India.

The key challenges constraining the growth 
of the Indian semiconductor design industry 
as per the 2011 ISA-DIT-E&Y Report are 
talent availability, lack of a start-up ecosystem 
and competition from Asia.

Figure 2. India’s Semiconductor Design 
Industry, 2009-2012
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Table 1. Revenue and Workforce of 
India’s Semiconductor Design Industry, 

2010 and 2012

Segment

2010 2012

Revenue 
(USD mill.)

Work-
force

Revenue
(USD mill.)

Work-
force

VLSI 
Design

944 17200 1333 25200

% Share 12.6 10.8 12.6 10.8

Revenue CAGR (2009-2012): 17.3%
Workforce CAGR (2009-2012): 20%

Hard-
ware/
Board

476 11600 672 17000

% share 6.4 7.3 6.4 7.3

Revenue CAGR (2009-2012): 17.3%
Workforce CAGR (2009-2012): 20%

Embed-
ded 
Software

6076 131000 8579 192000

% share 81 81.9 81 81.9

Revenue CAGR (2009-2012): 17.3%
Workforce CAGR (2009-2012): 20%

TOTAL 7496 159800 10584 234200

Source: 2011 ISA-DIT-EY Report 
Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR)

The Government’s 
Manufacturing Initiative

A similar attempt at inviting investments for 
fabs was made in 2007 with the Special Incentive 
Package Scheme (SIPS), but that mostly raked-
in solar and photovoltaic proposals.

A high-level empowered committee tasked 
with promoting semiconductor manufacturing 
and suggesting suitable incentives for such 

projects is seeking an active dialogue with 
players interested in setting up fabs. 

To make fab investments viable, the 
government has proposed a “modified SIPS” 
aimed specifically at encouraging electronics 
manufacturing—an industry which consumes 
ICs. Infrastructure support in the form of a 
“Greenfield electronics manufacturing cluster” 
scheme is also being worked out. 

Key factors that will drive semiconductor 
companies to turn to India for growth include:

 ▪ India is one of the fastest growing 
electronics product markets, with the 
TM reaching USD 9.86 billion in 
2012 with a CAGR of 22.7 percent 
(2010 – 2012 ISA-F&S Report). 

 ▪ With the large middle class population 
having purchasing power, the domestic 
market is estimated to be USD 400 
billion by 2020. India as a hub for 
embedded design is evidenced by: 

 ▪ Several global electronic product 
companies in the telecom, 
IT, automotive and industrial 
domains setting up large design 
centers in India.

 ▪ Indian design services companies 
developing electronic products for 
global customers from India.

 ▪ Local companies developing 
electronic products for the Indian 
market as well as for exports.

 ▪ Major embedded designs and socket/
architecture decisions are happening 
in India which has an impact on 
global semiconductor revenue. 

 ▪ Pro-active government policies to 
support local electronic product 
manufacturing as well as attracting 
semiconductor manufacturing to 
India. ▪
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When specialized foundries came on the scene a few years ago, 
some viewed them skeptically as digital foundries looking to 
circumvent the heavy investments needed to keep up with 

Moore’s Law. While there may be some truth to this, given the 
overwhelming dominance of logic “mega-foundries” to process wafers 
at sub-90nm nodes, certain specialized foundries have emerged as 
best-in-class providers by understanding and meeting the detailed 
requirements in these markets. Not surprisingly, those providing 
foundry services within a well-organized supply chain ecosystem are 
winning increasing business from both fabless and integrated device 
manufacturing (IDM) companies alike.

Among the specialty areas that foundries can focus upon, none 
is more challenging than the analog and power arena. Power is the 
fastest growing segment of analog and presents its own set of unique 
demands both for design and manufacturing. While exceptionally 
performing analog, power and analog-intensive chips need not keep 
pace with Moore’s Law, they do indeed present major challenges to 
any foundry purporting to specialize in this demanding arena. 

Indeed, analog foundries must offer a complete supply chain 
ecosystem including analog electronic design automation (EDA) 
libraries, analog intellectual property (IP) and comprehensive analog 
chip design support as well as options in prototype verification, 
assembly, packaging and testing that are well-suited to the specific 
requirements for the analog application. Further extending the 
ecosystem to offer other resources that not only understand analog but 
also address the power-related application spaces provides companies 
an opportunity to accelerate successful product deployment in fast-
growing application segments.

Comparing Digital with Analog Chip Development
The major elements that drive a chip development cycle are illustrated 
in Figure 1. In the initial design phase, many of the activities for 
primarily analog or power-related chip development are analogous 
to the development of a system-on-chip (SoC). All semiconductor 
design relies heavily on EDA tools and leveraging certain amounts 
of IP that have been created previously, but the specific details and 
expertise required can vary greatly. 

Since predominantly digital chip designs occur at a much 
higher level of abstraction than those for analog and power, they 

allow techniques such as synthesis based on high-level descriptions 
of the desired circuit performance. Complex digitally-intensive 
SoCs also include large blocks of specialized IP such as memory, 
microcontrollers and well-defined input-output (IO) functions such 
as common communication protocols. 

The ecosystem supporting digitally intensive designs is well-
established and includes access to abundant IP, ranging from 
digital cell libraries to standard IO functions, memories and 
microcontrollers. In this market, large foundries with economies of 
scale have a distinct advantage in terms of aggregating a competitive 
selection of IP. 

Figure 1. Chip Development Cycle
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For analog and power chip designs, the large number of 
variables impacting performance makes a strictly top-down design 
flow impractical. Most critical is the link between an accurate 
representation of foundry process parameters and the ability of 
the design team to deliver a well-yielding design. Moreover, the 
foundry’s expertise in understanding the relationship among process 
parameters and how they relate to performance requirements for 
specific applications can greatly improve the design team’s capability 
to innovate competitive products. 

So first, the foundry must specialize in delivering the right process 
technology for a given application and then support it with all the 
documentation that the design team needs to fully leverage it. For 
analog and power chip designs, there is much more to consider 
than only the parameters per component. Indeed, analog/power 
chip designs typically have many more components to choose from 
than a standard digital chip. As a result, many analog/power design 

Supply Chain Ecosystem Enables Specialized 
Foundries to Deliver Best-in-Class Services

Felicia James, Analog Strategy Director, Dongbu HiTek
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teams develop highly specialized skills and knowledge around specific 
application areas just as the specialty foundries focus on detailed 
understanding of the application’s process requirements.

Another subtle difference occurs with the use of IP. While the use 
of digital/memory IP follows traditional approaches and is available 
from mainstream suppliers, the IP for the analog/power sections 
of the design is not so widely available. Unlike the complex SoC 
designs that often serve very high-volume markets such as cell phone 
handsets and computers, the more specialized analog/power designs 
typically target micro-markets. 

Numerous micro-markets may require a certain type of switching 
regulator, for example, but each application may have slight 
differences (e.g., output conditions or control functions). The most 
common approach to reusing IP for analog/power circuits is to start 
with a design that has proved to work in silicon and then modify it. 

As a rule of thumb, the reuse of blocks/functions from previous 
chip designs may represent 60 to 80 percent of the initial design block. 
The size of components may vary or the topology modified for a stage 
of the design, or changes may be made in control or self-protection 
functions. Not surprisingly, many market leaders are generally those 
companies with a large number of skilled designers and pre-existing IP. 
This approach also explains why using off-the-shelf IP, where the IP is 
delivered as a black box and can’t be modified, is not as successful for 
designs that are predominantly analog and/or power.

Leveraging Core Expertise with Ecosystem 
Support
Fabless ventures have become well accustomed to fully leveraging 
their core expertise while engaging reliable partners to handle areas 
outside their competencies. While fabless companies have been 
able to modify their IP to win sockets, this in itself does not assure 
successful product development outcomes. Indeed, there are many 
more stages that must be navigated to get from winning a socket to 
delivering a chip that meets or exceeds expectations.

By formulating an ecosystem that focuses on analog/power chips 
developed at the 350nm and 180nm nodes, for example, a specialty 
foundry can quickly aggregate the expertise across several companies 
to provide the right measure of support needed for successful 
outcomes. Figure 2 illustrates the potential areas of collaboration 
between a specialty foundry’s fabless customers and its ecosystem 
partners.

Figure 2. Specialty Foundry Ecosystem
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There are many ways a specialty foundry’s ecosystem can help a 
fabless company streamline product development. Imagine a fabless 
venture planning to enter the automotive market because it believes 

that some of its designs are applicable to certain automotive electronics 
subsystems. Although the venture may have little knowledge about 
automotive operating conditions and reliability considerations as 
well as required certifications, it can rapidly gain this knowledge by 
collaborating with ecosystem partners with the appropriate expertise. 
Moreover, ecosystem partners may have specific IP such as protection 
circuitry for automotive fault conditions or full functional blocks 
such as certified communication protocols that can be integrated 
with other applications. Often a company with analog expertise and 
IP may want to identify partners that specialize in high-voltage or 
high-current circuits and functions.

Where Specialty Foundries Play a Critical Role
A specialty foundry with a deep understanding of high-performance 
process technologies and the application spaces best served by the 
technology can facilitate the connection between potential design 
partners in a well-formulated ecosystem. In addition, numerous other 
focused areas of expertise can offer a dramatic improvement in terms 
of time-to-market or lower production cost. For example, working 
with a company specializing in analog design for test (DFT) and 
production test implementation can result in significant reductions 
in the cost of production test when a device reaches volume levels. 
During the design phase, implementing small changes that improve 
testability may allow the finished product to be tested on a lower 
cost tester. Furthermore, working with a team specializing in analog 
and/or power test development can reduce the time and resources 
required for prototype characterization and production test program 
development.

Figure 3. Ecosystem Supply Chain Management Support
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Figure 3 highlights key supply chain services embodied in a well-
formulated ecosystem. Operating at the center of the ecosystem, a 
knowledgeable foundry can help expedite its customer’s evaluation 
of various packaging/assembly options from use of the latest chip-
scale techniques to multiple die or die-plus-discrete devices in a 
package as well as a single chip within a standard package. Once such 
options are assessed in terms of technical tradeoffs and overall cost, 
a specialized foundry can then recommend appropriate ecosystem 
partners to perform assembly/packaging and test services as it offers 
to manage work-in-progress (WIP) to assure delivery deadlines are 
met. A specialty foundry that can manage WIP on a turnkey basis 
enables fabless firms to stay focused on product development without 
diluting limited resources for production management.

Poor package selection or design can result in reliability issues that 
jeopardize the viability of the product. For these reasons, selecting 
assembly partners with the optimum solutions and expertise is 
critical. To underscore this point, consider ICs that integrate power 
transistors using specialized foundry processes to achieve the lowest 
possible specific ON-resistance (RSP). The goal for power transistors 

See Best-in-Class Services page 32
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The last decade heralded a dramatic transformation in supply 
chain dynamics, driven by the complexity challenge of staying 
on the More Moore curve. On the demand side, the high cost of 

fabs persuaded almost all integrated device manufacturers (IDMs) to 
use foundries for their leading-edge wafer supply. The ever-increasing 
process complexity and its negative impact on manufacturing yields 
forced the adoption of sophisticated foundry-specific design-for-
manufacturing (DFM) techniques, effectively committing new chip 
designs to a single foundry and process.

At the same time, the industry adopted a much more cautious 
lagging rather than leading demand approach to new capacity 
expansion, resulting in under-supply and shortages in leading-edge 
wafer fab capacity. To make matters worse, the traditional oxide-
based planar transistor started to misbehave at the 130nm node, 
as manifested by low yields and higher than anticipated power 
dissipation, especially when the transistors were supposed to be off, 
with no increase in performance, heralding the introduction of new 
process techniques (e.g., high-k metal gates).

Even before these structural changes have been fully digested, 
supply chain dynamics have been further disrupted by the prospective 
transition to 450mm wafer processing, to extreme ultra violet (EUV) 
lithography, and from planar to vertical transistor design.

Transistor Design
Since the start of the industry, adding more IC functionality while 
simultaneously decreasing power consumption and increasing 
switching speed—a technique fundamentally known as Moore’s 
Law—has been achieved by simply making the transistor structure 
smaller. This worked virtually faultlessly down to the 130nm node 
when quite unexpectedly things did not work as planned. Power went 
up, speed did not improve and process yields collapsed. Simple scaling 
no longer worked, and new IC design techniques were needed.

While every attempt was made to prolong the life of the classic 
planar transistor structure, out went the polysilicon/silicon dioxide 
gate; although this transition was far from plain sailing, in came 
high-k metal gates spanning 65nm – 28nm nodes. Just as the 
high-k metal gate structure gained industry-wide consensus at 
28nm, it too ran out of steam at the 22nm – 16nm nodes, forcing 
the introduction of more complex vertical versus planar transistor 
design and making the IC design even more process-dependent (i.e., 
foundry-dependent). Dual foundry sourcing, already impractical 
for the majority of semiconductor firms, will only get worse as line 
widths continue to shrink.

Fab Tight
With more firms adopting an outsourcing strategy at 65nm and 
below (often misleadingly termed fab-lite or asset-lite, but in reality 
actually meaning fabless) the source of supply for such leading-edge 
processes became increasingly tight. This was driven by the limited 
number of foundries and remaining IDM players that could afford 
US$3 billion fabs. There was also a deliberate change in wafer fab 
investment strategy, cutting back capital expenditure so capacity 
lagged rather than led demand to avoid the financially crippling side 
effects of over-capacity at the high-tech end of the market.

As can be seen from Figure 1, investment in new semiconductor 
equipment as a percent of semiconductor sales straddled the 16.75 
percent average from 1988 through 2008. This changed in Q1 2008 
when investment was cut back well before over-heating occurred and 
at a time when the “Main Street” economy was still in good shape; 
this cut back occurred a good three quarters before the Lehman 
Brothers global economic crash.

Figure 1. Wafer Fab Capacity Investment Trends 
(Equipment Sales as a Percentage of Semiconductor Market 
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While new fab investment bounced back in 2010, it failed to 
reach the level of investment seen in 2007, was 9 percent lower than 
the previous investment peak in 2000, and significantly slowed in Q4 
2010, despite the fact that utilization was running at 96.6 percent 
and on allocation. As can be seen from Figure 2, utilization figures 
have continued to increase, a situation that is not going to change 

Semiconductor Supply Chain Dynamics
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given the investment cutbacks now in place.

Figure 2. Leading-edge Wafer Fab Capacity and Utilization Rate
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The writing is thus now clearly on the wall; leading-edge wafer 
fab capacity is not going to become a commodity item, supply will 
be limited and longer term supply commitments are the new name 
of the game. The era of ever-cheaper, freely available wafers is over, at 
least at the leading edge. Welcome to the new world of a slowdown in 
processed wafer price reduction and the need to commit to capacity 
versus wafer procurement to guarantee sufficient availability.

Impact of 450mm
Just to add further competitive mud to the waters, 2011 saw the 
450mm wafer transition gain traction. For several years now, 450mm 
wafer processing has been under discussion, but apart from work 
on setting standards, little has actually emerged. Indeed, much 
discussion focused on whether the industry could actually afford to 
make this transition, how much it would cost and who would pay for 
it. Whereas the major chip players wanted it, the equipment industry 
was universally against it—stung by the huge costs they were forced 
to swallow with the 300mm transition.

This climate changed dramatically during the first quarter of 
2011 following Intel and TSMC’s near simultaneous announcements 
that they intend to roll out 450mm wafer technology in their latest 
fabs and Samsung’s “hints” that they would be “right up there too.” 
And at least three other fast followers are known to be waiting in the 
wings.

A parallel initiative by the European Commission to investigate 
the benefits of setting up 450mm semiconductor manufacturing in 
Europe, along with IMEC and ASML’s crucial role in the transition 
execution (together these firms control many of the 450mm 
patents) and New York State’s subsidized investment in a 450mm 
tool prototyping complex in Albany, added a geographic and 
political dimension. As such, even the most die-hard sceptics from 
the industry have now come round to accepting that 450mm will 
actually happen.

As with previous wafer size changes, the transition to 450mm 
wafer processing cannot be done overnight. But this time it does 
seem as if it will be well co-ordinated across the full industry food 
chain, from the advanced research centres in IMEC and Albany to 
the potential leading-edge semiconductor end users keen to keep up 
their 29 percent per year gate cost learning curve decline.

The transition from today’s 32/28nm advanced production nodes 
to the 11/10nm structures expected to be in early production around 
2015/2016 is littered with process dislocations, both in the structure 

of the transistors and the means to pattern and build them, with the 
structures and patterning techniques different for each node.

2015/2016 is also the approximate timescale for the first 450mm 
prototype facilities, which means that for the leading-edge memory 
and MPU supplier extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography is a 
must. The more conservative and longer design ramp lead times of 
foundries indicate that their flip will likely be one node behind in 
technology, albeit coincident in timing. Thus, whereas foundries do 
not need EUV lithography for their early 450mm production, for 
the rest, by 11nm EUV will be a must. The alternative option of 
triple- and quad-patterning immersion lithography is too slow and 
costly to bare thinking about.

The single biggest problem with the 300mm conversion was the 
fact that the process node became a rapidly moving target, starting 
at 250nm and, ultimately, ending up at 90nm, causing a raft of false 
starts and overlapping and redundant equipment development costs. 
It was this “wasted” research and development (R&D) cost that 
bruised the equipment industry so badly, hence their understandable 
reluctance to embrace 450mm processing.

Thus, while there are still some dissenting opinions as to whether 
the semiconductor process node roadmap and the transition to 
450mm wafers are independent topics or if the two will need to 
become intrinsically linked, the fact that the industry is unwilling 
to repeat its 300mm mistakes and each node has its own process 
peculiarities, the balance of probabilities is that the node and 450mm 
development will be linked.

There is also an agreed and clear process introduction strategy to 
prove the 450mm platform first on a (relatively) mature and well-
understood technology node before moving what by then is an 
established and well-understood 450mm platform to the then leading-
edge technology node. This means that for a period of time 300mm 
will appear to be more node-advanced than its 450mm sibling. But 
it would be wrong to interpret this as an opportunity for extended 
or parallel 450/300mm node development—it is not. It is merely 
the reflection of a carefully thought out transition process; once node 
comparability has been established, 450mm will flip and all future 
advanced processing will be on a 450mm-based platform only.

While some people still argue that parallel node development 
will continue on both 300mm and 450mm platforms, the likelihood 
is that this will not make economic sense, even if the equipment 
R&D resources are available. History has shown such transitions 
are both a huge drain on the infrastructure and the majority of the 
capacity investment dollars. This means that once the 450mm flip 
has occurred, all pressure (and capacity spend) will be on ways to 
improve 450mm productivity.

Demand from the likely fast followers such as Toshiba, large 
memory manufacturers (if Samsung goes 450mm, they have 
no choice); GlobalFoundries (likewise but by now competing 
against TSMC, Samsung and Intel all on a 450mm platform); and 
probably IBM (what chance does a 300mm end-of-life node-based 
Common Platform Alliance have against three hugely competitive 
450mm-based foundry giants) will strain the equipment industry’s 
tool development resources further. There will thus not be enough 
residual investment dollars or resources available to parallel develop 
both platforms, nor does it make economic sense from a wafer cost 
point of view.

The downstream squeeze on the chip industry will be enormous. 
Customer pressure, limited R&D resources and dwindling long-term 
demand will drive the mainstream equipment industry to a “follow 

See Dynamics page 31
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Founded in 2008 and funded with a $48 
million investment from ARM and seasoned 
venture capital investors in 2010, Calxeda is 
bringing revolutionary efficiency to the data 
center. Leveraging ultra low-power technology 
from ARM Holdings, servers built on Calxeda’s 
silicon and software platform will consume a 
fraction of the power and space of today’s best-
in-class servers, enabling data centers to realize 
a significant reduction in capital and operating 
expenses. The Calxeda platform scales efficiently 
to thousands of server nodes, with unique 
network and storage acceleration, and is enhanced 
with management technology to deliver true 
“energy-proportional” computing. The result is a 
stunning breakthrough in performance efficiency, 
density and scalability. The company anticipates 
that appropriate workloads could see up to a 10-
fold improvement in performance-per-watt and 
density. 

Calxeda anticipates having silicon samples 

for original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
later this year, with volume production in the 
first half of 2012. The company is working 
with several large and small system vendors 
who are designing servers that will contain 
many hundreds of cores in a 2U server chassis.  
A single Calxeda server node, complete with 
memory and integrated inter-node fabric 
scaling to thousands of nodes, will only 
consume 5 watts, enabling new server designs 
that will radically alter the landscape of the 
world’s largest datacenters.

The server industry is discovering what 
the cell phone world has known for over 
decades—that power matters. As one well-
known hosting provider recently commented 
after hearing Calxeda’s story, “Oh. This 
changes everything.”  ▪

“GSA provides Calxeda with a rich source of 
networking and information, enabling a young 
company such as ourselves to be part of a thriving 
community and ecosystem.”

– Karl Freund, VP of Marketing, Calxeda

Barry Evans, Co-Founder, CEO, 
Board of Directors

Larry Wikelius, Co-Founder & 
VP, Software Engineering

David Borland, Co-Founder & VP, 
Hardware Engineering

Mark Davis, Chief Architect
Ross Goolsby, CFO
Karl M. Freund, VP, Marketing
Steve Beatty, VP, Manufacturing
Bob Baughman, VP, Sales & 

Business Development

7000 North Mopac Expressway, Suite 250
Austin, Texas 78731 
(T) 512-582-5100 
(W) www.calxeda.com

Audience Inc. is a global provider of advanced 
voice and audio processors for mobile devices 
based on pioneering work to reverse-engineer 
the human hearing system to create the world’s 
most intelligent voice processor. The company’s 
earSmart technology replicates the complex 
processes of human hearing to process and 
distinguish sounds like people do naturally. In 
a mobile device, the earSmart system-on-chip 
identifies and isolates the primary voice signal, 
suppresses the background noise from both ends 
of the call and enhances the voice conversation to 
deliver clear conversations in any environment. 

The company’s next-generation chips, 
starting with the new earSmart eS300 series 
voice processors, feature a new hardware and 
systems architecture to take this intelligent voice 
processing further. The eS300 voice processor 
series provides wideband high-definition (HD) 
voice quality for 4G mobile phones, tablets and 
advanced communications applications, such 
as video calling, voice-over-Internet protocol 

(VoIP) and more. These earSmart chips also 
offer a wideband HD voice experience for 
mobile phone users on narrowband (2G 
or 3G) networks, offering clearer, sharper 
communications and better sound quality for 
the best calling experience anywhere.

The earSmart eS300 series chips are 
Audience’s most comprehensive voice 
processing solution, bringing richer, life-like 
sound to mobile devices. It is also the only 
voice processor that provides wideband non-
stationary noise suppression across all mobile 
communications usage modes, removing 
noise from both ends of a mobile call to 
deliver clear conversations. Combined with 
other voice enhancement features, earSmart 
chips significantly increase voice quality and 
performance, from speakerphone to video 
chat, for smartphones and tablets. ▪

“GSA offers its members an array of 
comprehensive benefits that help us stay on top 
of important industry issues and news, and 
offers valuable resources that support business 
growth. GSA events also provide opportunities for 
networking and partnership, so our involvement 
has continued to prove valuable to our business.” 

– Peter Santos, President & CEO, Audience Inc. 

Peter Santos, President & CEO
Lloyd Watts, Founder & CTO
James Lau, CFO
Sanjay Adkar, VP, Engineering
Andy Micallef, VP, Operations
Robert Schoenfield, VP, Business Development
Manish Singh, VP, Marketing
Tom Spade, VP, Sales

440 Clyde Avenue
Mountain View, California 94043
(T) 650-254-2800
(F) 650-254-2989
(W) www.audience.com
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Lucio Lanza gave a keynote at the International Conference on 
Computer-Aided Design (ICCAD) 2010 that caught many 
people’s attention. During the keynote he made two key points: 

The semiconductor infrastructure’s members have their individual 
responsibilities (Figure 1) and they are being measured by Moore’s 
Law.

Figure 1. The Semiconductor Infrastructure
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Electronic Design Automation
The electronic design automation (EDA) industry’s record has been 
inconsistent over the last two decades. However, designers have been 
able to tapeout designs at each new technology node introduction. 
So on the surface it appears as if EDA vendors have been successful 
in meeting their responsibility of developing design tools that enable 
the IC design process. But a closer examination reveals these initial 
designs used tools that were developed in-house to solve many of the 
challenges companies face when at leading-edge technology nodes. 
EDA vendors now produce a high percentage of the tools needed, 
but they typically do not have a complete set available until a year 
after the node is introduced. This is not ideal as new tools need to 
be available at least a year before the node goes into production so 
design engineers can tapeout in time for production when the new 
node is available. EDA is progressing, but only the power users with 
CAD organizations can take advantage of state-of-the-art processes.

Cost of Design
In the last 10 years, the design world has come across a new 
problem—the cost of design. It is starting to have an impact on the 
entire semiconductor infrastructure.

In 2002, the cost of design passed a critical point on the cost 
curve—the $25 million mark (Figure 2). This milestone greatly 

impacted the venture capital community. When looking at a new 
semiconductor start-up, the general rule of thumb is that a $25 
million investment is about all you can fund to get the required 
payback. This caused funding to drop and the number of start-ups 
to decline.

Figure 2. The ITRS Cost Chart 2010
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Source: ITRS December 2010 (Modified by Gary Smith EDA)

Unfortunately, design costs have continued to increase each year. 
In 2008, design costs passed the $50 million mark. At that point, 
even the large IDMs cut back on their design starts. This impacted 
the entire semiconductor infrastructure, including the EDA industry.

What is EDA’s Responsibility?
Is EDA responsible for developing design tools that enable the IC 
design process, or is EDA responsible for developing design tools 
that enable the IC design process at a design cost that allows the 
ecosystem to operate at a profit?

It’s not the cost of tools that is causing the problem, but the 
number of engineers and the length of the design cycle. The problem 
is in the level of automation and the performance of the design tools. 
The cost of tools needs to increase to allow EDA vendors to fund the 
R&D necessary to keep up with Moore’s Law.

A Look at a Design Team
It is not uncommon for system-on-chip (SoC) design teams to 
include 100 to 200 hardware design engineers and for design cycles 

The Responsibility of the Semiconductor 
Design Infrastructure

Gary Smith, Founder and Chief Analyst, Gary Smith EDA
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to stretch to 18 months or longer. Both are an indication of a 
design project that is out of control. The International Technology 
Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS) surveys their members and 
reports the cost for an average high-end SoC design. To determine 
the total design cost, you need to know the size and complexity of the 
design, total design time, and the cost of engineering and tools. The 
target for a SoC design time is nine months to a year. Today, it’s not 
uncommon for designs to take 13 months; however, the ITRS has 
chosen to use a 12-month design cycle for their calculations. They 
do not include “derivative” designs in their calculations. Derivative 
designs are tweaks of an already existing design which typically takes 
three to four months.

In 2011, a design team for a 104 million-gate design included 
30 hardware engineers at a cost of $18.7 million and 160 software 
engineers at $56.4 million. This amounts to a total cost of $75.1 
million, which far exceeds the $50 million dollar maximum target. 
It is easy for the hardware design world to say that software design 
costs are killing companies, and they are; however, that is a topic for 
another article. It is encouraging that EDA vendors are starting to 
provide solutions to the software automation problem. 

How Should R&D Solve the Hardware Cost 
Problem?
First, EDA vendors need to understand the problem. One key issue 
is that many R&D engineers don’t understand how their tools are 
being used. This is one advantage that EDA start-ups have over the 
large vendors. They must have an intimate relationship with their 
customer’s design team to survive. There are five basic measurements 
that R&D teams need to know about a design:

 ▪ The number of blocks in a design.

 ▪ The amount of reuse in a design.

 ▪ The size of the blocks.

 ▪ The number of engineers per block.

 ▪ The number of gates an EDA tool must handle to support these 
measurements.

The Number of Blocks

The “ideal” number of blocks is five, but usually it ends up being 
close to 25 to 35. Anything over 35 blocks slows down the design 
significantly, which drives up the cost. This usually means the design 
must be hierarchical.

The Amount of Reuse

Today’s designs are based on previous designs or use an already existing 
“platform” to form a base for the design. These platforms are either 
developed in-house or are purchased from a semiconductor vendor. 
The idea is to only be required to design 10 to 20 percent of the SoC 
from scratch. Even then, design engineers often use predesigned “IP” 
blocks in their new block’s design. Unfortunately, average reuse is 
now around 70 percent of the SoC. Still, in today’s multi-million-
gate design, reuse is the major driver of design productivity.

Block Size is Important

1. In a 100 million-gate design, 90 percent reuse results in five two 
million-gate blocks. 

2. Eighty percent reuse results in five four million-gate blocks.

3. That is six engineers versus 12 engineers.

4. If a six-engineer integration team is added.

5. Then those numbers are doubled by adding the required 
verification engineers.

6. This results in 24 engineers versus 36 engineers. 

7. That is the difference from meeting a design cost budget or 
exceeding a budget.

How Many Gates Must an EDA Tool Handle?

Let’s say a design engineer needs a tool that can handle (in an 
acceptable length of time) at least four million gates. In reality, 
a design engineer wants a tool that can work on the entire new 
block—20 million gates. (Note: This is for an average high-end 
design.) EDA vendors should enable a design engineer to use all the 
available silicon within the required cost constraints (Figure 3). So 
at the 32nm node, which is where most high-end designs are today, 
tools are needed that can handle 44 million gates at a time. At 22nm, 
where designs are going next, tools need to handle 88 million gates. 
Are EDA vendors even close?

Figure 3. Max Gates per Silicon Node
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Source: ITRS December 2010 and Gary Smith EDA

The Future of the Semiconductor Infrastructure
The EDA industry has a lot of work to do before the health of the 
semiconductor infrastructure can be restored. There are a few things 
the design community must consider as they address their next 
design. 

First is design efficiency. How does their design methodology 
measure up against their competition? If they are throwing engineers 
at the problem and going to the lowest cost countries to keep costs 
down, then they are headed in the wrong direction. Offshoring 
brings with it communications inefficiencies that often outweigh the 
cost of engineers. Design automation is the key to low-cost design.

Second, if they pride themselves on the low cost of their design 
tools, then they are in trouble. Design tools are lunch money 
compared to the cost of engineering resources. Past surveys show the 
lowest cost for an extra week of design time to be $157,000. Today, 
one week of design time will run in the millions of dollars—money 
that can buy a lot of EDA tools. Designers need to keep in mind that 
the lower the price, the sooner the lack of EDA R&D funding will 
impact their future.

Third is design efficiency. Many companies focus on design tool 
integration and fail to understand that a key component of design 
efficiency is tool performance. One sub-optimal tool can easily cause 
a tightly integrated flow to be non-competitive, especially if it is a 
major tool in the chain. One start-up introduced a timing analyzer 

See Design Infrastructure page 30
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Semiconductor companies’ research and development (R&D) 
budgets have increased from an average of 11.5 percent of 
revenues in 1995 – 1999 to 21.3 percent in the last five years. 

This increase amounts to a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) 
of 11.1 percent over the 15-year period—more than double the 
industry’s 5.1 percent revenue CAGR for the same time period. 

Figure 1. Average Semiconductor R&D Expense as % of 
Revenues
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R&D budgets have increased steadily in the last 15 years.

The increasing R&D cost comes from across the entire value 
chain: fab tools, design automation software, circuit design, mask 
production, embedded software, packaging and test. 

Historically, the cost increases have been accompanied by 
improvements in manufacturing productivity, keeping operating 
margins relatively stable. Today, the size and complexity of design 
and tape-out, difficulty of yield management in the fab, and 
corresponding complexity of package and test have driven these costs 
up faster than ever before as seen in the figure below.

Figure 2. Cost of IC Design, $M (2010)
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IC design costs have increased steeply at 45nm and smaller nodes.

Chip design starts have correspondingly decreased as fewer 
companies have the resources or willingness to undertake these 
expensive projects with an uncertain and often short market 
window. This downward trend is projected to continue in the 
future, and will be accelerated by consolidation in the fabless and 
IDM sectors of the industry.

Figure 3. Design Starts by Year
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IC design starts have decreased about 40 percent since 2005 levels.

Not surprisingly, foundries around the world continue to generate 
a majority of their revenues from the N-1 to N-3 nodes, with each 
node progressively having a longer lifespan. A typical foundry would 
expect to break even on a new logic node well into the first decade 
of operations.

Figure 4. Revenues by Feature Size
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Older nodes still contribute the majority of revenues for most foundries.

The Call for a Different Business Model as 
the Cost of R&D Escalates

Sanjay Krishnan, Management Consultant and Semiconductor Expert, Keystone Strategy
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IP
One consequence of escalating R&D costs is the call for increased 
use of intellectual property (IP)-based design. Just as the 
foundry model provided a cost-effective alternative to in-house 
semiconductor manufacturing, circuit design IP (often called design 
IP or just IP) is providing an alternative to in-house circuit design. 
For smaller semiconductor companies, transistor-level in-house IC 
design has become prohibitively expensive and time-consuming, 
and IP-based design is the only viable alternative. IP-based design 
followed by re-use of these IP blocks allows for the spreading of 
design expenses over multiple projects. Re-use of silicon-proven IP 
also reduces the risk of silicon re-spins due to design errors, which 
has become more important with expensive leading node tape-outs. 
IP-based design reduces time-to-market, which can be important 
in many applications. Finally, IP-based design improves core R&D 
productivity by allowing flexibly staffed external resources to co-
develop chip designs and test methodologies in a relatively seamless 
fashion made possible by this modular approach.

The increasing role of design IP raises important questions on 
whether IP companies will evolve in the manner that foundries 
did, with one major vendor taking more than half of the market 
share, as is the case with TSMC today. Several factors suggest that 
such an evolution will not take place. First, IP development is not 
capital-intensive nor does it provide increasing advantages to scale 
of operations. Secondly, IP is closely tied to the foundry itself and is 
likely to cluster with providers around each of the major foundries 
in existence. In fact, the availability of IP will itself determine the 
value of the foundry ecosystems and their destinies. It is becoming 
apparent that design enablement (through design IP as well as other 
surrounding services) will become a key differentiator for foundries 
in the next decade.

The availability of design IP has a strengthening effect on the 
competitiveness of a foundry. A foundry with an IP advantage will 
attract more fabless customers, sending it into a virtuous circle of 
increased revenues and profitability, and allowing the foundry to fund 
the development of better IP at newer nodes. TSMC is ahead in this 
game, with other foundries struggling to match its availability of IP.

We are also seeing IP-based design trends in field-programmable 
gate array (FPGA) companies, which have been lead users of 
advanced logic technology nodes. The traditional advantages of late-
stage functional customization of FPGAs are being combined with 
the advantages of an IP-based design approach. Mixed-signal IP 
blocks such as phase-locked loops (PLLs), audio subsystems and data 
converters have started to play larger roles in traditional and field-
programmable chips as complex mixed-signal blocks have become 
available on standard CMOS processes.

Fab R&D Costs
R&D costs in the fab have risen steeply due to the difficulties of 
controlling yields at leading node technologies. One way to control 
these costs is by sharing some of the R&D expenses through alliances 
such as the IBM Common Platform. Only the largest semiconductor 
manufacturers today such as Intel and TSMC are able to fund 
independent fab R&D outside this club. This approach has provided 
a promising alternative model that could have implications in other 
parts of the value chain.

However, an important difficulty of sharing R&D expenses 
across the semiconductor value chain comes to light in the debate 
surrounding the 450mm wafer size transition. The experience gained 

by semiconductor equipment manufacturers during the transition 
from 200mm to 300mm in the 2000 timeframe suggests that a 
450mm transition would not be profitable for them. The significant 
R&D expenses they would incur in the development of tools and 
equipment control would likely be unrecoverable through price 
increases, as the buying power for this equipment is concentrated 
among the large fabs mentioned earlier. Although fabs will benefit 
from the ~30 percent expected reduction in wafer processing cost, 
the ~20 percent expected increase in the fabs’ fixed costs of process 
tools will not compensate the tool vendors who must commit R&D 
expenses beforehand.

This has resulted in a protracted wrangling in which the large 
fabs (Intel, TSMC and Samsung) are moving the industry towards 
450mm wafers against the express wishes of tool makers.

Conclusions
It is clear that any emergent business model for the industry must 
address the evolution of the disaggregated supply chain that started 
with the merchant foundry business of TSMC in the 1980s. Some 
industry watchers have wishfully described an ultimate goal of 
electronic systems companies defining semiconductor solutions that 
could be manufactured and tested by a foundry using IP blocks—
without a fabless design company as an intermediary. The reality 
is, however, that fabless companies continue to be central to the 
definition, design and working of semiconductor chips. In many 
cases, fabless companies make the system-level decisions working 
with their key customers and influence the direction that the industry 
moves. Large fabless companies are even able to run custom process 
lines at foundries.

Electronic system-level (ESL) design tools from electronic 
design automation (EDA) companies, coupled with the desire for 
chipmakers to provide total solutions, could be the catalysts needed 
to propel a new R&D model into the mainstream. Today’s share of 
ESL is very small and is growing fast. Almost all the incremental 
R&D expenditure in recent years for chip companies has been in 
the embedded software area, showing that significant product 
differentiation occurs at that level. This is an opportunity for system-
level design to fill the gap between system simulation done by the 
chip vendors and the architectural analysis done by system engineers, 
often using proprietary tools.

Finally, IP-based design is here to stay. The advantages of 
developing and proving re-usable silicon IP are high. R&D groups in 
semiconductor companies will need to have a strong and sustainable 
software development component to take full advantage of this 
design method. It is conceivable that semiconductor companies of 
the future will not only be fabless but also design-lite, being reliant 
on IP for all major circuit blocks.

As the cost of R&D escalates throughout the semiconductor 
industry, functional specialization within the value chain will 
increase, leading to a business model where the winners will play 
keystone roles within the ecosystem. Such firms will not seek to 
control all the resources and capabilities required for semiconductor 
R&D, but will serve as key links in the segments of the value chain. 
Collaboration and co-creation will be the defining characteristics of 
the evolving ecosystem. Some companies are better positioned than 
others to emerge in keystone roles, and it will not be surprising to see 
some exits and new entrants into the top 10 list of semiconductor 
companies by 2015. Such changes are, in fact, the norm in this 
industry. ▪

See Business Model page 35
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More than 200 million machine-to-machine (M2M) devices 
are currently deployed, and this number is rising at a 23 percent 
compounded annual growth rate (CAGR). Some industry pundits 
believe the M2M market is set to explode, with Ericsson estimating 
that there will be 50 billion connected devices by 2020.

However, for many M2M applications, modems using cellular 
(2G and 3G) technology are too expensive and/or consume too 
much power. Furthermore, today’s low-cost 2G modems (~$15) 
are becoming obsolete as 2G spectrum is reallocated to 3G and 
4G networks. And expensive, power-hungry 3G modems are cost-
prohibitive and impractical for many M2M applications.

Neul was founded in 2010 in Cambridge, U.K. by the founders 
of Cambridge Silicon Radio (CSR) “to unify the fragmented world 
of M2M communications with the world’s first white space radio 
system and a new, open M2M communications standard.” The 
company is self-funded and is securing additional financing.

White space radio takes advantage of unused TV channels. 
Signals in these frequencies can travel long distances and easily 
penetrate walls. This makes white space radio ideal for long-range 
applications that require wide-area connectivity. There is up to 
150 MHz of high-quality white space spectrum available. For 
comparison, typical nationwide 3G networks operate with a mere 
30 MHz of spectrum. White space radio is now legal in the U.S. 
and is soon to be legal in the U.K./EU, with other territories to 
follow in the near future.

White space systems must meet very stringent technical 
specifications to prevent interference with television equipment and 
wireless microphones. Some industry efforts tried to force standard 
Wi-Fi into white space (802.11af ); however, meeting the Federal 
Communications Commission’s (FCC) adjacent channel power 
specification in a cost-effective way with a standard Wi-Fi physical 
layer (PHY) is virtually impossible.

To meet this challenge, Neul has developed NeulNET, the 
first production wireless radio system that is designed to use free, 
high-quality white space spectrum, delivering fast, reliable wireless 
connections over long distances. NeulNET is the first wireless 
system to meet these conditions, including the FCC’s challenging 
adjacent channel power specification. The NeulNET system, which 
includes a base-station unit and portable battery-powered terminal, 
makes it easy to create white space networks that deliver up to 16 
Mbps per available white space channel at a range of up to 10 km.

NeulNET is based on a new wireless specification called Weightless. 
Neul is working with industry leaders to develop Weightless into an 

open, royalty-free standard, and will make the specification available 
to companies interested in developing M2M products through 
membership in the Weightless Special Interest Group (SIG).

Neul argues that today’s wireless broadband solutions, such as 
long-term evolution (LTE), require expensive licensed spectrum 
and upwards of 1,000 subscribers at $50 a month per subscriber 
to make a base-station profitable. In contrast, Neul’s solution does 
not require licensed spectrum and can be profitable with fewer 
than 30 subscribers per base-station. Neul argues that its solution 
provides 75 percent cost savings versus 2.4/5 GHz solutions for 
rural broadband applications.

Today, Neul offers “plug-and-play” base-station + terminal 
radios built around the new Weightless standard that enable low-
cost, high-speed broadband for rural communities and M2M 
devices. In the U.K. alone, there are 17 million rural households 
without broadband. Neul argues that only 4,000 base-station sites 
would be required to cover 99 percent of the U.K. geography 
due to exceptional penetration and coverage. Outstanding signal 
propagation in the TV band reduces the need for local network 
points-of-presence, concentrators and repeaters. 

NeulNET is in production and shipping to customers. A fully 
portable terminal with an integrated Wi-Fi access point and a five-
hour battery life will be available in 1H 2012. For M2M and smart 
meter trials, Neul’s sub-$5 chipset enabling terminals with a 10-year 
battery life will sample in 1H 2012 with production in 2H 2012. ▪
James Collier, CEO
Glenn Collinson, Board Member & Chairman of the Strategy Committee
Professor William Webb, CTO
Robert Young, VP, Engineering 
Neil MacMullen, VP, Software Systems
Luke D’Arcy, VP, Marketing

Suite 42 Innovation Centre, Unit 23 Science Park, Milton Road
Cambridge, CB4 0EY 
U.K.
(T) +44 (0) 1223 437 022
(W) www.neul.com

Cliff Hirsch (cliff@pinestream.com) is the publisher of 
Semiconductor Times, an industry newsletter focusing on 
semiconductor start-ups and their latest technology. For 
information on this publication, visit www.pinestream.com.
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There is no doubt that 193nm immersion (193i) optical 
lithography with multiple patterning and complex eBeam 
masks is the default lithographic approach for the 20nm design 

chain. Until recently, hopes were pinned on extreme ultraviolet 
lithography (EUV) as a long-term solution to be available by the 
14nm logic node. Several large semiconductor companies have 
made significant investments in EUV, and some systems have been 
manufactured for development and prototype applications. But as 
more investment and time are needed, particularly for system-on-
chip (SoC) manufacturing, extending 193i is an important agenda 
for the industry. Early results demonstrate that complex masks and 
multiple patterning using new eBeam technologies will enable 193i 
to scale beyond the 20nm logic node to at least the 14nm node. 
As optical proximity correction (OPC) extended the life of optical 
lithography beyond what was thought possible in the past decade, 
new eBeam approaches have the potential to do the same in this 
decade by enabling aggressive OPC with realistic mask write times.

Snapshot of the Lithographic Landscape
Although the lithographic landscape has been largely monolithic 
until now, with 193i lithography extending far beyond its originally 
predicted life span, the challenges presented by 20nm-and-beyond 
logic nodes suggest different lithographic solutions for different 
applications. Mask cost versus the volume of production may be the 
key to the choice of lithographic technology for a given design. The 
largest volume designs (dynamic random access memory (DRAM), 
microprocessors, high-volume SoCs) will probably use 193i with 
multiple patterning, each with complex masks or EUV, when it is 
available. Smaller volume designs may find maskless lithography 
(ML2) more cost-effective, or the designs might employ a hybrid 
approach called complementary eBeam lithography (CEBL). The 
one trait all these approaches have in common is their use of eBeam 
technology. Below is a snapshot of where these options stand today.

EUV

EUV is high-energy ultraviolet radiation that has a much smaller 
wavelength than conventional light sources, and therefore should 

be able to provide good resolution and depth-of-focus (DoF) 
for advanced process nodes far into the future. Several large 
semiconductor companies have made significant investments in 
EUV, and some lithography systems have been manufactured for 
development and prototype applications. Today, the machines are 
both more expensive and slower than existing 193i machines. The 
masks are also more expensive and have shorter life spans. Because it 
is an expensive solution, EUV will likely be targeted for the highest 
volume wafers such as DRAM, microprocessors and very high-
volume SoC devices.

Maskless Lithography

Maskless approaches mostly use eBeam to write directly on wafers 
(EBDW). With EBDW, no mask is used for the critical dimension 
layers of SoC designs. EBDW is also a very good “drill” for creating 
small holes with superior DoF. While great improvements in EBDW 
throughput have been made in recent years, improvements need to 
continue to keep pace with process technologies. Because funding 
for research and development (R&D) of new machines is insufficient 
from government grants only, significant funding is required from 
potential customers. Since such funding is available only from high-
volume manufacturers, new EBDW development is being targeted 
at higher volume designs that would require clusters of EBDW 
systems to address the throughput of current EBDW systems. Some 
new approaches use parallel guns of conventional eBeam writing 
approaches, while others explore new territory with the eBeam being 
split between a large number of beamlets which expose the resist in 
parallel.

Complementary eBeam Lithography

CEBL is a hybrid approach combining 193i and a high-energy 
source such as EBDW or EUV. The idea, discussed broadly by Yan 
Borodovsky1 of Intel in early 2010, uses a 193i mask-based approach 
to print a regular 1D array of lines and spaces at a single pitch. Then 
using EBDW or EUV, the lines are cut into a usable device layout 
(sometimes called the cut-mask approach). CEBL significantly 
reduces the number of masks needed for both high-volume and 

The Lithography Gap Widens at the 20nm 
Logic Node: New eBeam Approaches Required 

to Complete the Design Chain

Aki Fujimura, CEO, D2S Inc.
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low-volume applications. For EBDW, this use model promotes the 
strength of eBeam writing, while de-emphasizing the difficult parts 
that take longer to perfect, by reducing the data variety and the 
required stitching accuracy between “shots.” 

193i with Complex Masks

From the 130nm node onward, ICs could not be manufactured 
without the assistance of resolution enhancement techniques (RETs). 
RET includes OPC, which adds “assist” features to shapes on the 
mask to “trick” the light into creating a pattern transfer as close 
as possible to the intended design. OPC and RET have extended 
the life of 248nm and 193nm equipment longer than originally 
was thought possible. To meet the demands of 20nm-and-beyond 
devices, aggressive OPC techniques such as inverse lithography 
techniques (ILTs) and source mask optimization (SMO) have been 
adopted. However, the growing use of aggressive OPC has given rise 
to unacceptable mask write times as reported in a 2009 Samsung 
study2. The latest development in eBeam mask writing to address 
this issue is model-based mask data preparation (MB-MDP), with 
its ability to generate shot lists with overlapped, variable-shaped 
beam (VSB) shots. These overlapped shots create the more complex 
and higher resolution mask features required, while enabling fewer 
shots—and thus shorter write times—for both EUV and 193i masks.

Figure 1. Complex Assist Features Added by OPC Are Now Sub-
100nm, Presenting New Challenges in Accurately Printing Design 

Features 

40-70nm wide complex assist features added by OPC

Source: IBM

The New Face of an Old Problem: Getting Design 
Features to Print Accurately at 20nm and Beyond 
for Both EUV and 193i
The problem of getting design features to print as desired is an 
old one. For more than 10 years, OPC has been used to add sub-
resolution assist features (SRAFs) to compensate for the optical effects 
that prevent small features from printing correctly. As assist features 
have reached the sub-100nm scale (Figure 1), a new problem has 
emerged: Assist features can no longer be reproduced on the mask 
faithfully. Due to the Gaussian blur of the electron beam used to 
write masks, a 60nm square feature prints not as a square, but as a 
randomly sized circle (Figure 2). At the 28nm logic node, SRAFs are 
already sub-100nm; the very features intended to ensure accuracy 
now print inaccurately. As the industry ramps up beyond the 20nm 

logic node with EUV, this becomes an issue for main features as well. 
Intervention is required to correct the under-sizing of smaller features.

Figure 2. A 60nm Square Prints Not as a Square but as a 
Randomly Sized Circle Which is Bad News for Manufacturing 
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Traditional eBeam mask writing approaches assume a simple 
corner-rounding model for mask making which is no longer sufficient 
for 20nm wafer lithography. A full simulation of the selected eBeam 
shots, followed by both a mask development and etching simulation 
and a full aerial simulation of the energy deposited on the wafer, is 
the only way to really understand how specified design features will 
be transformed in the manufacturing process.

New eBeam Technologies to Support EUV and 
Extend 193i to 14nm
At the 20nm logic node, 40nm to 60nm features (either as standalone 
SRAFs or as decoration on main features) will occur commonly on 
precision mask layers. By the time EUV is deployed, feature sizes on 
wafers will be 20nm wide; meaning main features on masks will be 
80nm wide. Mask engineers increasingly need a quick way to analyze 
and explore how sub-100nm shapes will appear on a mask, as well as 
a way to correct shapes that do not appear as desired. This capability 
is needed for both next-generation R&D and failure analysis of mask 
defects and wafer hotspots.

Initially, MB-MDP was developed to address the need to improve 
write times for complex masks. However, the same approach can 
also address under-sizing of sub-100nm features. Until now, all shots 
have been considered to be “full strength” for mask data preparation 
purposes. However, adjustable dosage helps to improve mask 
critical dimension uniformity (CDU) of sub-100nm features that 
would otherwise print smaller than intended. Over-sizing the data 
(purposefully drawing larger shapes with the knowledge that they 
will write smaller on the mask) can also correct small shapes, but the 
dose margin (DM) will be poor, and therefore the design will have 
less tolerance for manufacturing variation.

Dose modulation and resizing of selected shots simulated to 
produce the correct contour size but with better DM, produces 
superior results. But the added flexibility afforded by overlapping 
shots in MB-MDP gives the advantages of overdosing without adding 
to the mask write times. Because all VSB shots, regardless of size, take 
the same amount of time to write, overlapped portions are receiving 
the additional eBeam energy for “free” (without any additional 
write time). Two shots overlapping produce a 2X dose portion with 
an approximately Gaussian tail that provides added energy to the 
immediately surrounding neighbors. Thus, the same technique of 
overlapping shots that reduce shot count for complex mask shapes 
at the same time improves DM and applies mask process correction 

See Lithography Gap page 35
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As system-on-chip design migrates to smaller process geometries, 
the need for on-chip memory remains a constant. For 
intellectual property (IP) vendors providing embedded non-

volatile memory (eNVM), the business model is tethered to the 
IP technology because of the large amount of analog/mixed-signal 
circuits comprising the IP. After more than 30 years of design 
automation, advances have done relatively little to the productivity 
and reliability of analog/mixed-signal designs. For a company 
building a business around reusable eNVM, it is essential to develop 
eNVM that can be configured quickly to accommodate changing 
process technology demands and customer requirements. 

Unlike the more regular and structured digital logic designs, 
analog/mixed-signal design “techniques” are still very much “black 
arts.” Verification of the resulting designs is equally difficult because 
the process technology models often do not have enough details 
for the verification tools. This article will offer an IP provider’s 
perspective on these issues and how to solve them to build a viable 
business that otherwise would not be practical. 

Case Study
The company studied develops patented eNVM technology 
compatible with CMOS logic processes from 180nm to 20nm and 
below. The fact that it is a proprietary memory bit-cell technology 
means about six to nine months of qualification using JEDEC 
standards to ensure long-term yield and reliability of the memory—
and this is on top of design and fab manufacturing time. 

Making various products available in many process technology 
nodes enables new revenue, so the company must execute porting 
fast and at the lowest cost while achieving first-time-right success. 
All these business parameters mean that design automation is not 
merely a pursuit of elegance, but is a critical business imperative. The 
company’s change in business strategy in 2009 exposes this necessity.

The company was founded in 2001 on a set of fundamental patents 
on enabling anti-fuse eNVM. In 2004 when customer adoption took 
off, the management team decided on a “TSMC-focused” enablement 
strategy, meaning the company would make IP available in as many 
TSMC process nodes as possible. By 2008, the company was able 
to reach mass production in about 20 nodes, quite a feat given the 
development cycle. But the trade-off was that the eNVM IP was 
heavily dependent on the quality of the process design kit (PDK), 
the rich offering of various devices, and TSMC’s manufacturing 
excellence. The enablement for other foundries and integrated device 
manufacturers (IDMs) was arduous, and in some cases, the company 

no-bid on projects where the process technology, such as silicon on 
insulator (SOI), was different from the “TSMC baseline.”

With a new executive team in 2009, the strategy to diversify to 
“all CMOS processes” meant a painful re-architecture of the IP. It 
has taken more than two years, and the company has only seen a few 
early results. But the resulting improvement has been substantial.

Baseline Process

The first order of business for the research and development (R&D) 
team was to define a “minimal acceptable criteria” for the definition 
of “CMOS logic process,” meaning the minimum devices required 
in the process and the minimum information required in the PDK. 

The reasons to establish the criteria were simple. First, many 
fabs try to be competitive on cost by eliminating features such as 
native devices or deep N-well. Having some of these assumptions 
built into the eNVM made the company’s IP more expensive and 
less portable. Second, IDMs and even some foundries aren’t used to 
delivering PDKs because designers are either in-house or long-time 
strategic partners. As a result, the iterative process of ask-give created 
their ad-hoc PDK delivery. Lastly, anti-fuse eNVM uses a higher 
voltage to rupture an NMOS transistor, and modeling of this failure 
mechanism isn’t commonly available. 

After some lengthy effort, the R&D team proposed this new 
baseline, and, surprisingly, demonstrated that the company didn’t 
need native devices and could map onto an SOI process and a 
dynamic random access memory (DRAM) process. Further, the 
R&D team was able to give IDMs a clear definition of what is 
needed to evaluate the porting and qualification effort. This shrinks 
the initial porting exploration from two months to one week. 

Self-Trimming

The anti-fuse concept of oxide rupture is novel. While there must 
have been thousands of patents on how to prevent such a disaster, 
there was none on how to enable it. This meant that process 
technologists hadn’t thought much about it. Oxide variability has a 
material impact on anti-fuse eNVM, but it is only a performance/
power issue for other logic. This means that for almost all IP vendors 
and chip designers, oxide variability is easily modeled as speed or 
power corners with a probability distribution verified in simulation. 

For the company, this variability can mean that a “0” may not 
be programmable into a “1” (going the other way, “0” confused as 
a “1” can be easily screened out in testing). In the best case, it’s a 
programming time issue. In the worst case, it could result in poor 

Automating Analog/Mixed-signal Designs: 
Perspective from an IP Provider

Lee Cleveland, Vice President, Research and Development, Kilopass Technology
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yield. Previous designs require “TSMC-level” consistency on oxide 
variability and information upfront to enable design teams to target 
a breakdown voltage. Both are “business-limiting” and time-to-
market-prohibitive. 

Therefore, even in early 2009 before the baseline process project 
was completed, the circuit design team started working on ways to 
provide a window of breakdown voltages that could be set/adjusted 
with a trimming device. The trade-off is a minor increase in the 
power path (charge pump, etc.) and a way to scale voltage within 
a narrow range. But the benefit is tremendous, as it now alleviates 
pressure from the customers/partners upfront for a level of detail that 
is sometimes not available. It also results in design IP that may be 
more portable to another fab if it is for the same process generation 
(e.g., 28nm and 20nm designs). Even within the same foundry, this 
means fab transfer within the same company would be easier as there 
are tweaks built-in the IP to accommodate for the minor effects of 
different equipment. 

Do Not Repeat

Mistakes can happen even in the best organization, and some would 
even say that if no mistakes occur, then the organization is not taking 
enough risk. Repeating mistakes, however, is being careless. One of the 
first practices the company setup was a “do not repeat methodology.” 
This was composed of three steps: documenting mistakes, holding 
regular reviews of past errors made, and immediately implementing 
a check or change to the methodology to prevent errors from 
happening again.

In the beginning, the second step of holding regular reviews where 
engineers present to and discuss with peers the mistakes they made 
was not warmly received. However, they warmed up to the concept 
once they started seeing beneficial results: less iterations required 
to get a product out, fewer customer issues and information from 
colleagues that can solve problems. A side benefit of this was that it 
generally improved communications between disparate groups.

Digital Logic and Synthesis

Perhaps the most surprising part of this two-year journey was the 
digital logic design effort (Figure 1). Even in something as non-digital 
as an eNVM block, there is a surprisingly large amount of digital logic, 
such as test and error correction code (ECC). With more intelligence 
for multi-time programmability, the logic complexity escalates. 

Figure 1. Large Population of Digital Logic Found in NVM Block

Previously, all digital logic was implemented at the transistor level. 
This not only creates the easily understood problems of verification 
speed, design complexity, lack of automation and time-consuming 
layout, but it also creates a modeling problem. Someone must 
abstract out a digital look-alike of the eNVM in Verilog hardware 
description language (HDL) and verify the model so the company’s 
licensees can integrate it into a full-chip verification environment. 

Convincing the full-custom design team to adopt a synthesized 
design environment for digital logic was met with limited success. 
It wasn’t until the second product was introduced that the digital 
movement really received a groundswell of support. Even then, the 
implied changes were sometimes surprisingly comical. For example, 
since digital logic is like any other digital block, it would make sense to 
use a robust and high-quality digital library available from a foundry 
or IDM. But the effort of procuring the library entails completing 
lengthy legal documents (sometimes from third-party digital library 
vendors) and answering questions from long-time foundry partners 
on why a company would need the digital libraries since it never used 
them before. The resistance from inside and outside the company 
tested the management team’s conviction that digital conversion is 
right for the company, its partners and customers.

The Results and the Future

The company’s transition over the past three years has been about 
moving the company from the deployment phase to the market 
expansion phase, and doing so with a dramatic change in strategy. 
The R&D changes made to enable the strategy can be easily seen 
from afar. In 2008, the company’s headcount was about 60 people, 
with almost 80 percent in R&D, and it had one flagship product 
line. Today, with only 45 people and 60 percent in R&D, the team 
has been able to deliver two new product lines with two more in 
the works, support nearly a three times sales increase, and enable 
new foundries and IDM fabs. This is a testament of the company’s 
commitment to R&D. It is using automation to improve time 
and cost benefits to customers, instead of using venture capital 
investments to fund customer enablement as in the previous model. 

Looking into the future, there are several projects yet to be 
funded, including enabling more flexible input/output (I/O) voltage. 
But with the R&D foundation already built, the company can scale 
its anti-fuse eNVM business rationally and use the profits generated 
to fund other strategic growth initiatives. ▪
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Close supplier collaboration should lead to synchronized supply 
chain planning. This involves the timing of production scheduling 
with key suppliers according to end-customer demand, together with 
reviews and synchronization of production and shift plans. Ideally, 
this planning will result in fewer changeovers and higher utilization 
of full-time equivalent staff. Our Global Supply Chain Trends study 
found that companies that are leaders in demonstrating supply chain 
flexibility work very closely with their key suppliers at a tactical level. 
For example, these leaders develop preferential delivery schedules in 
case of capacity constraints, and many have standing “war rooms” to 
cope with major disruptions.

At present, the overall level of supplier collaboration is 
unimpressive. When asked to rate their companies’ skills at supply 
continuity assurance management, for example, only 9 percent 
of respondents to PRTM’s study said they were better than their 
competitors (Figure 2). 

Figure 2. Maturity of Supply Chain Collaboration and Flexibility 
(Percent of Respondents)
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Working closely with suppliers will also cover product transition 
planning—meaning detailed, shared plans for product launch and 
end-of-life ramp downs. Those plans will address capacity issues, as 
well as inventory goals and liabilities.

Effective management of supply risks also calls for flexible, 
tailored inventory strategies. A key component of these strategies is 
the trade-off between supply and cost. Not all products are created 
equal; it is necessary to develop an appropriate inventory strategy by 
taking supply risk and criticality into consideration. For example, 
high-cost and high-risk parts would require tighter collaboration 
with suppliers; lost-cost and low-risk parts can be handled through 
vendor-managed inventory programs. 

Of course, there are service-level implications for any inventory 
strategy. There must be appropriate segmentation by customer and 
by product, all in line with customer service goals. Furthermore, the 
tailored inventory and manufacturing strategies must also be based 
on expected service levels, clarifying what is made-to-stock versus 
assembled-to-order, for example. 

There is as much value in driving the right set of discussions 
through structured forums as there is on focusing on the precise 
forecasting number. Beyond that, tight collaborative processes are key 
to communicating the right level of demand across the value chain. 

Semiconductor device manufacturers that already collaborate 
closely with customers and with the supply base are that much closer 
to building and sustaining the flexible, agile supply chains that can 
respond to changing market dynamics. These successful organizations 
have mastered demand planning and S&OP disciplines—and are 
continuing to adapt as conditions change. ▪
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Volatile Demand continued from page 3

that was 10 to 30 times faster than a major EDA vendor’s timing 
engine. As timing analysis is used throughout the design flow, the 
improvement quickly makes up for any integration efficiencies. An 
investment in a CAD group is easily repaid by an increase in design 
productivity. There are many other examples which highlight the 
advantages of a company not limiting itself to one vendor and the 
importance of EDA start-ups in design tool innovation.

Conclusion
There is a lot of work to be done to restore health to the semiconductor 
infrastructure. The ITRS Cost Chart predicts that it will take until 
2021 before significant improvement is seen. Over the next 10 
years, the actions of EDA vendors and the design community will 
determine the size of the semiconductor infrastructure. The rate of 

automation improvement can be adjusted, and subsequently the cost 
of design, but not without a major increase in EDA’s R&D effort. ▪
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the 450mm dollars” strategy. Those firms on a 450mm platform will 
then enjoy a huge cost and technology advantage, forcing legacy 
300mm capacity into ever-more boutique and specialist low-volume 
product areas or other less-demanding applications (e.g., to cost 
reduce 200mm-based products).

It is Different This Time
The move to 450mm will inevitably be an inflection point for 
the industry, with enormous ramifications for the complete 
semiconductor ecosystem. Those firms with 450mm capability will 
enjoy a huge competitive advantage of staying on the More Moore 
node development roadmap, a potential 30 percent lower die cost 
advantage and a more efficient manufacturing tool platform. The 
remaining 300mm platforms will be squeezed into increasingly over-
crowded niches.

Transistor design complexity, new structures and increasingly 
tighter design rules will mean that semiconductor firms will be forced 
to choose a lifetime foundry partner; divorce and second sourcing 
will become too expensive for all but the very biggest firms to even 
contemplate. Only a handful of chip firms will have early access to 
next-generation foundry technology, giving them at least a one-year 
advantage over their competitors. This means many of today’s Tier 1 
ex-IDMs will become foundry Tier 2 accounts—quite a humbling 
and significant competitive demotion.

The era of abundant leading-edge capacity is over; a deliberate 
over-investment strategy would be recklessly suicidal, even for an 
industry not best known for its rationality. Buying capacity up front 
will become the new industry norm, eventually to be enhanced by up-
front contributions to future capacity investment costs and effectively 

co-owning portions of the capacity—a kind of IDM-lite model.
From an equipment industry perspective, financing new tool 

development will mirror the airline industry model, whereby 
customers make long-term up-front commitments with deposits and 
partial payments to ensure both delivery and their place in the queue.

The combined effect that these changes will have on the 
semiconductor supply chain will be both far-reaching and profound, 
and a very different industry will emerge by the end of the decade. 
No longer will the industry simply muddle through the various 
challenges. New business models will emerge built increasingly on 
co-operation and partnerships, with an ever-increasing need for all 
parties to share the technology risks and costs.

The past adversarial-driven supplier-customer relationship will 
no longer be appropriate; for the first time in the industry’s history, 
across-the-board consolidation is unavoidable. The industry might 
even finally break its fixation with its inherent quarterly short-term 
fixation of making the quarterly number. ▪
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Dynamics continued from page 18

Unreal Times continued from page 12

 ▪ Supplier/partner relationship management which includes 
alignment on priorities, measurement, collaboration, trust 
building, communication protocol and frequency.

 ▪ Talent and human capital building which includes training, job 
descriptions, qualification and leadership grooming.

Supply chains are critical to business success. Complexity is 
increasing with market globalization, outsourcing and partner 
ecosystems requiring interoperability and compliance mandates 
dictating repeatability. The necessity of accelerating innovation 
velocity while accommodating the unique requirements of some 
product structures that have a variety of suppliers and complexities 
makes evident the interconnectedness of the food chain and highlights 
dependencies that add exposure to increased risk. This calls for 
aggressive anticipation of risk scenarios and puts new urgency on the 
accuracy of demand forecasting to adjust production and fulfillment. 

Mitigation planning requires alternate sources in alternate 
locations, buy-ahead of critical components and lifetime buys 
of components nearing obsolescence. A flawless product data 
management (PDM) architecture should have risk management 
comprehended across the process, information, technology, and roles 
definition and deployment.

Defining a perfect future supply chain would be incomplete 
without examining the merits of cloud-based opportunities and 

solutions5. When visibility is essential across organizations working 
and collaborating in an integrated demand-supply network, it 
becomes natural to look at the cloud for deploying capabilities with 
predefined processes, providing real-time feedback on forecasts, WIP 
and order fulfillment. Risk is also mitigated as data is physically safe 
and available everywhere. ▪
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Best-in-Class Services continued from page 16

is to perform as close as possible to an ideal switch so the RSP should 
be as low as possible. The effort to optimize RSP can be negated if 
the finished product is not assembled so as to minimize the resistance 
of the connections from the output to the external load. Another 
common issue revolves around providing appropriate heat dissipation 
which can be challenging when dealing with high-voltage and high-
current power devices. 

Summary
A specialized foundry with best-in-class process technologies can 
operate at the center of an ecosystem that can dramatically accelerate 
the flow of highly competitive products to micro-markets. Focusing 
on analog/power technologies, for example, a specialized foundry 
can achieve silicon accuracy by offering a rich component set with 
tight parametric controls, extensive device characterization, and 
information on second-order effects that can impact the design 
performance. Moreover, it can rapidly engage ecosystem partners to 

facilitate entry into new micro-markets or expand upon an existing 
customer base.

Armed with best-in-class processing technologies and operating at 
the center of a responsive ecosystem, a specialized foundry can ensure 
successful product development outcomes. From providing process 
design kits that accurately simulate silicon performance to assuring 
a well-controlled manufacturing process at every stage, specialized 
foundries are well-positioned to target micro-markets with a family 
of similar products where each is tailored for a specific application. ▪
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Communication and Collaboration continued from page 9

Industry best practices indicate that it is best to use the standard 
formats for each individual vendor. Each supply chain vendor has 
standard data outputs derived directly from their core systems with 
no manual intervention. This should be the best quality data available 
since it is the same information the vendor uses to manage internally. 
Data quality and integration using standard vendor processes is 
undeniably the path of highest return and least resistance.

Existing Procedures
Visibility and prioritization remain the best existing solutions to 
vendor supply chain integration. All three parties to the integration 
must continually emphasize the importance and priority of the 
integration. A specific example will be helpful here.

Company X has 10 supplier integrations. When approaching a 
new supplier, they include the requirement for quality data in their 
initial negotiations with the vendor. During their quarterly vendor 
performance meetings, they always have an agenda item for data 
integration quality. They tell the vendor (and commit internally) 
that they are running their business on this data and that if it is not 
accurate, they cannot move forward. If a supply chain data quality 
issue arises, it is escalated immediately to executives at the supplier. 
The company also makes a quality commitment. All personnel need 
to use the SCM solutions and the data in them—and if the data 
provided by the vendor is incorrect, the matter should be reported 
and fixed quickly. No workarounds to the system are acceptable. 

This example company is very successful with their supplier 
data integrations. All of the desired benefits have been realized—
from information velocity and collation across the supply chain to 
vendor performance monitoring, streamlined procurement and 
inventory valuation, and early warning indicators if delivery is not 
as expected. They have achieved the results that all companies want, 
yet few achieve. Their success didn’t come through data standards or 
repeatability of vendor processes. It came through a commitment to 
visibility, collaboration and firm application of procedural guidelines. 

Industry Moving Forward
The challenge today is how does the industry leverage what has 
proven to be successful for individual companies to the broader 

industry as a whole? How can this be made “easy” for all? The answer 
for the industry is the same as for successful companies: visibility. 
Supply chain data integration quality suffers from poor visibility at 
the industry level. When it is visible and valued as important on an 
individual company level, the desired results are always achieved. 

The standards challenge could be resolved today by creating and 
publishing industry supply chain performance standards through 
“report cards” on every industry supplier. The report card would 
include the published results from their customers on the quality, 
robustness, stability and speed of their integrations. Visibility of a 
vendor’s SCM data integration success at a broad public level would 
be a de facto vendor evaluation standard. Competition between 
vendors—and a desire to be publicly successful in this area—would 
increase the pressure to improve the quality and availability of supply 
chain data. 

Without the pressing industry drivers to move the semiconductor 
industry to data standards, this is the best hope to improve the 
current state of the industry. If vendors were publicly rated by an 
independent standards body every quarter or every year, the resulting 
report card could be used by companies when choosing a vendor. 
Under such a system, suppliers would compete on a level playing 
field for the highest ratings. The poor visibility and “lower level” 
importance that drives many of the challenges that exist today would 
truly be a thing of the past. ▪
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Rambus continued from page 7

In 2010, we signed new agreements with both Samsung and 
Elpida, which were major milestones for Rambus. These agreements 
are further validation of the value of our innovations. We have great 
opportunities to work with two renowned leaders in the memory 
market on exciting new solutions for next-generation systems. 

Q: Participants of GSA’s IP Licensing Survey were invited to GSA’s 
Spring IP Summit to discuss what is working and not working in IP 
licensing. Items such as “acceptance of the IP model” and “low barriers to 
entry for new companies” were mentioned as “working” and “customers’ 
willingness to pay royalties” and “suppliers’ ability to accurately convey the 
value of their IP” were mentioned as “not working.” What other views does 
Rambus have on what is working and not working with IP licensing?

A: We’re obviously strong believers in the IP business model. We 
think it’s a great way to foster innovation and promote the broad 
adoption of best-in-class technology across a range of products. 

However, it’s not for everybody. When you’re developing IP for 
next-generation applications, or even further out in the future, it 
takes a long time before that IP is ultimately shipping in products 
and can be monetized through royalties. It takes a strong financial 
position to fund innovation efforts that create leading-edge IP and to 
fund the engineering resources needed to support licensees.

Q: Many in the industry hold the view that memory chips are a 
commodity product. Does Rambus hold this same view? If not, how do 
Rambus’ memory architectures fight the commodity status?

A: Most high-volume memory chips, like other semiconductor 
products, move from differentiated to commodity status during their 
product life cycle. We believe there are some great opportunities for 
differentiation in memory products in applications ranging from 
smartphones and tablets to servers. We focus on enabling our licensees 
to create differentiated products with our innovative features and 
leadership architectures such as Mobile XDR memory.

In the years ahead, traditional memory technology is going to run 
into increasingly severe scaling limits. The introduction of new materials 
and architectures will offer further opportunities for differentiation. 

We’ve got an ongoing commitment to innovation that advances 
the frontier of memory performance. Employing our patented 
innovations or our leadership solutions built on these innovations, 
our licensees can create differentiated memory products that deliver 
great value for electronic system companies and consumers.

Q: Looking ahead, do you see 3D stacking technology as part of the 
future of memory technology? What concerns does Rambus have about 

the revolutionary technology?

A: The industry is undergoing a revolutionary change in system-
level requirements, especially for mobile applications, while the 
prevailing preference is to stick to evolutionary solutions which 
conserve infrastructure, manufacturing methods and supply chains. 
One of the key benefits of 3D stacking in memory technology is to 
improve power efficiency while increasing bandwidth, but it comes 
with the need for significant changes to business models and supply 
chains. We believe there are ways to apply new signaling technologies 
and architectural enhancements to existing infrastructure to greatly 
improve memory and system performance and power efficiency. 

At Rambus, we have been studying 3D stacking techniques for a 
number of years and have developed innovations which we believe 
will ultimately enable access to the benefits of the technology while 
minimizing the downsides. There’s great value for 3D stacking down 
the road. To realize that value, there’s a lot of work that we as an 
industry must do to get it ready for high-volume production in the 
second half of this decade. 

Q: As of June 30, Rambus had acquired two companies in 2011—
Imagine Designs and Cryptography Research. What was Rambus’ 
expectation of these acquisitions? Does Rambus plan to make M&A 
activity a significant part of its five-year strategy?

A: Rambus is a company of inventors. It is a great place for 
engineers and scientists to work on the frontiers of technology. 
We are continually looking for opportunities to bring on board 
key inventors and key technologies that support our mission of 
continuously enriching the end-user experience of electronic systems. 
We believe this is critical to our continued success. 

The acquisition of Imagine Designs added some great lighting 
technologies to our Lighting and Display Technology business. In 
addition, Brian Richardson, Imagine Design’s former president 
and principal inventor, joined Rambus to continue developing his 
inventions and solutions. 

Our purchase of Cryptography Research, which is now a division 
of Rambus, added a completely new set of technologies to the 
Rambus portfolio. Cryptography Research’s president and principal 
inventor Paul Kocher and his entire team of engineers and scientists 
have joined Rambus to continue innovating in the important area of 
semiconductor and electronic system security. 

Our expectations of our Lighting and Display Technology 
business, of which the Imagine Designs technology is now a part, 
and our Cryptography Research business, is that these businesses will 
contribute significantly to Rambus’ revenue in the years ahead. ▪

Fresh Path continued from page 5
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Q: While it seems as if a greater number of semiconductor companies 
are diversifying their portfolio to reach a greater customer base, over the 
last two years, IDT has consolidated 11 business units to focus on two 
market segments—communications and servers. What positive results 
has IDT seen from this restructuring? 

A: We’re not trying to be everything to everybody. We have 
sharpened our focus on a few target markets, but within these, we 
have expanded our product offerings to better serve our customers. 

When I joined IDT, it was organized like many other 
semiconductor companies into functionally-specialized silos. We 
had 11 niche business units such as PC timing, PC audio, Peripheral 
Component Interconnect (PCI) Express, video, memory interfaces 
and, well, you get the picture. The general manager of the PC timing 
business unit would visit a customer, look at their motherboard 
and all he would see would be the clock sockets. There might be 
audio and PCI Express opportunities staring him in the face, but 
he wouldn’t see them because he was only looking for clocks! It was 
no wonder that the company wasn’t growing! You know what they 
say—if all you have is a hammer, every problem looks like a nail. 

To better serve our customers, we consolidated these businesses 
into three target segments—wireless infrastructure, enterprise 
computing and mobility. We sold off businesses that didn’t fit and we 
acquired five companies to fill technology gaps. 

Today, each of our business divisions offers a comprehensive 
set of solutions to enable their customers’ systems. For example, 
the general manager of our enterprise computing division can 
visit a server original equipment manufacturer (OEM) and offer a 
“one stop shop” of server solutions, including memory interfaces, 
PCI Express switches, timing solutions, temperature sensors, Flash 
controllers and power modules. In addition, each division has system 
experts who can work the customer to understand their future needs 
and use IDT’s technologies to enable their roadmaps. This system-
level approach has enabled us to discover and launch more than a 
dozen new product categories resulting in the doubling of our served 
available market (SAM) to over $5 billion.

Q: Looking forward to 2012, what markets/products do you see as 
IDT’s primary growth drivers? What is the estimated dollar total of 
semiconductor content contributed by IDT in these products? 

A: The megatrend that’s driving growth in our industry today 
is the mobile Internet. People want to carry the Internet with 
them everywhere and access it anytime, from any device. Three 
technologies are making this possible—cloud computing, mobility 
and 4G wireless infrastructure. These secular trends will drive 
IDT’s growth for the next several years, and we have a business unit 
dedicated to each of them. 

Cloud-based data centers need servers and memory systems with 
higher performance, lower power and more virtualization. The new 
IDT is making this possible with the industry’s most comprehensive 
portfolio of server solutions including timing, PCI Express switches, 
memory interfaces, power management, enterprise Flash controllers 
and signal integrity products. Today, we have an average $15 of 
content in every server, and we expect that number to triple over the 
next three years. 

As processing and memory increasingly move to the cloud, 
mobile devices can focus on what matters most to consumers—low 
cost, long battery life and natural user interfaces. IDT is making 
this possible with highly integrated system solutions that combine 
our traditional timing expertise with our new analog, power, battery 
management, video and touch technologies. These new products 
open up a $2 billion, fast-growing, mobile consumer opportunity. 

The explosion of data traffic generated by the mobile Internet 
and cloud-based applications is driving the need for the “fatter 
pipes” and greater bandwidth provided by 4G wireless infrastructure. 
IDT is building on our number one positions in timing and Serial 
RapidIO switches with new products, such as our radio frequency 
(RF) solutions, to complete the signal chain between the antenna 
and digital signal processor (DSP) in wireless base stations. Today, 
we have about $50 worth of content in every base station, and we 
expect this to double over the next three years. 

Altogether, these new opportunities have enabled us to grow our 
available market from just over $1 billion three years ago to over $5 
billion today.

Q: IDT announced twice as many new products in FY 2010 as it did 
in FY 2009. What new innovation programs were introduced to allow 
for this tremendous growth? 

A: Three years ago, IDT was a company with numerous old products 
in decline and a depleted new product pipeline. My top priority was to 
rebuild the pipeline with new products to drive growth. 

To achieve that goal, we first reorganized into application-focused 
business units, each with a priority goal to expand IC content in 
their customers’ applications. It began with hiring product definers 
and system experts from our end markets to identify growth 
opportunities and formulate product roadmaps. Our mantra was to 
understand our customers’ applications better than they do. 

I believe strongly that you get what you measure. The entire 
organization had goals centered on new products. Field application 
engineers (FAEs) were measured on new product proposals. General 
managers were measured on SAM expansion, new product launches 
and introductions. Engineers were measured on new product 
execution and productivity. Regardless of how large a general 
manager’s legacy revenue was, a large portion of their pay was tied to 
new product revenue growth. 

As a result of this focus, we successfully launched more than a 
dozen new product categories, grew new product revenue from 5 
percent to nearly 20 percent of total revenue and doubled our SAM 
to more than $5 billion in three years.

Q: As a newly elected member of GSA’s board of directors, you will help 
shape the direction of the organization and contribute to solving industry 
challenges. From a fabless perspective, what are the on-going issues today 
that need the most attention from the industry? 

A: I believe that the future will be dominated by two kinds of 
semiconductor companies. There will continue to be a few large 
cost leaders with their own internal wafer fabrication. To achieve 
economies of scale, they will crank out high volumes of general-
purpose, catalog-standard products. For smaller companies to 
compete, they will have to offer greater value to customers at the 
system level. These companies will specialize along end-market 
applications, much as IDT has done, and offer complete system-
level solutions. This new breed of companies will require a strong 
ecosystem of partners and outsourced manufacturing. They will 
depend on foundries to provide a variety of advanced technologies—
analog and digital, silicon and silicon germanium, high voltage 
and low power—that are well modeled and cost competitive. They 
will depend on package vendors and assembly houses to provide 
state-of-the-art technologies and innovation. Companies, even 
competitors, will increasingly have to form partnerships with each 
other to develop reference designs and provide pieces of the system 
they don’t have (e.g., analog and mixed-signal companies partnering 
with processor companies). The success of this model will depend 

See IDT page 35
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on joint planning and roadmapping between ecosystem partners to 
ensure the availability of technologies and capacity, much as IDT has 
done with TSMC. Never before have the growth opportunities for 
the semiconductor industry been so extensive. Nurturing a strong 
ecosystem of semiconductor partnerships to unlock this potential 
must be a top priority for GSA. 

Q: In 2009, IDT started the transition from fab-lite to fabless. What 
benefits has IDT seen from the move, and do you see this trend continuing? 

A: IDT made the move from fab-lite to fabless for four reasons. 
First, our system solutions strategy required a variety of process 
technologies—fine-line CMOS, SiGe, BCDMOS—that would have 
been prohibitive to develop in house. Second, foundry economies 
of scale enable us to achieve lower wafer costs. Third, we are able to 
focus our limited research and development (R&D) on what we do 
best—product innovation—and leave wafer manufacturing to the 
industry experts. Fourth, outsourcing wafer fabrication emancipates 
us from quarterly swings in fab utilization which impact our 
financials. I’m a firm believer in using the lowest cost technology that 
can get the job done in any particular application. The fabless model 
removes the constraint of having to keep our fab filled and enables us 
to make the right technology decisions for the business. 

We have already begun to realize benefits along each of these 

dimensions, but the biggest gains still lie ahead. Our fab transfer to 
TSMC is on schedule and slated for completion by the end of this 
calendar year. In fiscal 2011, we achieved our highest gross margin in 
10 years and we expect these benefits to continue.

Q: GSA’s 2011 Supply Chain Practices Report reported that few 
companies recognize inventory optimization and capacity planning as 
supply chain processes. While this is expected with start-ups, as their 
primary focus is on top-line growth, do you believe established companies 
such as IDT should consider making these processes a priority to help 
optimize cost? If so, why? 

A: I’m surprised at the conclusion of the report. At IDT, inventory 
optimization and capacity planning are top-priority supply chain 
processes which are actively managed and monitored on a continuous 
basis. Every product line has inventory management goals, which they 
work with manufacturing to achieve. With increasing outsourcing of 
manufacturing, it is becoming increasingly important to guarantee 
capacity through long-term contracts instead of on a traditional 
purchase order basis. When IDT moved to a fabless model, for 
example, we negotiated long-term wafer supply agreements with 
TSMC to secure the capacity needed to grow our business. Increasing 
supply and demand uncertainty and volatility has made long-term 
capacity planning and inventory optimization an imperative. ▪

Lithography Gap continued from page 27

(MPC) naturally to the sub-100nm features without adding to the 
write times. This coincidence enables MB-MDP to perform MPC 
simultaneous with shot count reduction. 

Conclusions
The entire design and manufacturing ecosystem is involved in 
developing several new technologies simultaneously to address the 
widening gap in lithography at 20nm and below. As much as OPC 
extended the life of optical lithography beyond what was thought 
possible in the past decade, new eBeam approaches have the potential 
to do the same in this decade. Because it is a critical element to both 
the 193i and EUV paths, new eBeam technologies deserve to be a 
top priority for both mask and wafer engineers during this decade. ▪
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